College responds to sit-in demands

PLANNING AHEAD

Adm in istration
releases action
pla n f or f uture
I
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Students participate in a Career Center resume workshop

Seniors mull options
in tough job market
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

So what arc you doing next year?"
It's the question parents and relatives love asking and seniors dread
mswering. As their final semester begins, seniors arc scrambling to finalize
¦io\t-graduation plans. More than one
person in the class of 2009 has compared the job search to the college application process: if something good
ippens , you 'll hear about it; otherrise, don 't ask.
The quest for employment is not as
terrible as the anxious and flailing senior's imagination can make it out to
L Advice from the Career Center
Bid seniors who have landed jobs for
next year is the same: be flexible and
proactive , use the College's extensive
ilumni network and milk connections
vMi friends and family. "1 don 't like
i have a negative outlook ," Todd
Herrmann, Assistant Directorof Employer Relations at the Career Center , said. "There arc positions out
there, students just have to look. "
Many seniors who have jobs found
incra tnrougn wnai
is perhaps the College 's greatest rcalumni,
"ouree:
fodd Gordon , assistant director of
ilumni and donor
relations,
works
closely with the Carcer Center to proide current students
with access to the
( olIege *s alumni
ctwork
system.
Students can search
b) career field or by
location and can sec
mien alumni have
¦tiered to serve as
mentors to students
Seniors
who
li n c c-mailed , called and met up informally with alumni say those interactions have been helpful and
revelatory. Gordon often receives
ills from recent graduates hoping
to link up with alums in a particular
field or geographical area. Most
oung alums who contact him gradated in the past five years , but he
loea get the occasional call from
•nmcone who graduated in the
'70s, 80s or 90s.
Lokesh Todi '09, of Kathmandu.
Nepal—who has a job lined up with
n economic consulting firm called
Analysis Group—estimates that he
- ni out close to 200 emails to alumni
n his desired career field. Those ei.uls led to around 20 conversations
Fid ultimately four facc-to-face interims. Analysis Group came to camu> Jasi fall and Todi was interviewed
J J Colby graduate in one of his five
i terviews for the job
For many other international stunts , however, the job search is
ooking bleak. Since October, opurtunities for international students
ive been "snatched ri ght up, " ac¦rding to Herrmann, because there
ire more American students available who can do the work and em-

ployers are becoming less willing to
hel p international students app ly for
H-1B visas, non-immi grant visas
that allow United States employers
to temporarily employ foreign workers in specialty occupations. "These
students arc very well prepared and
it breaks my heart to sec so much effort go into looking for one out of,
say, seven jobs that are now available," Herrmann said. "That 's not a
good ratio."
Another issue, according to Todi . is
that the stimulus bill recently passed
in the senate contains a "hire American " amendment. Originall y, the
amendment sought to prohibit businesses receiving government funds
from hiring holders of H-1B visas.
Now it has been modified to allow
companies to hire H-1B visa holders,
but under strict hiring standards so
that qualified American workers arc
not replaced.
Director of Career Services Roger
Woolsey, who is concerned that not
enough seniors arc using his office 's
services , encourages seniors to be
flexible with job function, industry
ano gcograpnicai
location.
But that advice
is not easy for international
students to follow. In
order to receive an
H-IB visa, international
students
need to be pursuing work connected to their
major, making it
harder for them to
be as elastic in
Josh Jamner their job search
during these hard
Class Of 2009
economic times.
"Be persistent ,
double down efforts and make any
phone calls you can . even if you think
you won 't get the job, " senior Josh
Jamner, who is looking for a job in finance , said. Jamner said that while
the Career Center was certainly useful as a base for reviewing his resume, having friends and family
involved in finance read over the document was crucial. Those peop le with
specialized knowledge were able to
"take my Career Center resume and
put it on steroids." he said.
Todi. who has used the Career
Center since his first year on campus,
said that the Center 's resume standards have skyrocketed since they revamped the office last year, hiring
Woolsey as the new director and
starting new programs. Alexandra
Clcgg '08J praised the overhauled
Career Center. "They were really
helpful and had a lot of energy and
support ," she said , adding that
Woolsey seemed more willing to step
in on her behalf than the former staff
of the Career Center.
Jamner and Todi are both involved
with the Colby Student Investment
Association (CSIA), a student club
that manages a $100,000 fund, rely-

Be persistent ,
double down
efforts and
make any phone
calls you can,
even if you think
you won 't get
the job...

See JOBS, Page 3

these demands and have recentl y released a document titled "Engaging Dialogue:
Improving Campus Climate."
According to the document 's
opening paragraph , it "addresses
the issues and concerns
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF
raised by students and submitted to administration NovemLast November 's sit-in included a ber 6, 2008, as intended to
list of demands from concerned mem- increase cultural awareness and
bers of the College community. While administrative transparency."
The docmost protesters sat
ument, acsilently in the midcording to
dle of Pulver PavilCoordinaion 's
main
tor of Multhoroughfare, othticultural
ers passed out letStudent
ters with demands
TATl KANESHIGE/TW COLBY ECHO
P r o g r a m s Students have the opportunity to sign up to join a CCOR group f o r the semester.
of the administraand Suption and the Stuport
Joe
dent Programming
Atkins , "docs not specific examples of how it plans to constructing the ''Engaging Dialogue"
Board (SPB) and
document. They said that the group—
represent a con- do so.
challenges to the
Most notable among the docu- including Atkins. Associate Dean of
clusion , it 's a belarger student body
ginning. It 's a ment 's outlined "immediate tangible Students Noel James, Director of Camthat are now familworking
docu- programmatic changes" and "ongoing pus Life and Assistant Dean of Students
iar to many in the
ment, it 's meant to enhancements to campus culture" are Kelly Wharton , Assistant Director of
community: "To
point us on a path plans to improve communication be- Campus Life Jessica Dash and Profeschallenge this unin which all stu- tween SPB and the Pugh Community sor of Education Mark Tappan—began
acceptable atmosJoe Atkins dents will have an Board (PCB), enhance the Campus meeting in December and then met
phere, we are
Coordinator of Multicultural
ability to con- Conversations on Race (CCOR) pro- three times over January. They disprotesting the failPrograms and Support
tribute to evolving gram , make orientation more inclu- cussed the content, phrasing and distriure of the Colby
the campus cli- sive and continue to develop the bution of the document, going
community to LISmate in a way that Multicultural Literacy academic re- "paragraph by paragraph" to make sure
TEN and be moved
it was to satisfaction.
to make substantial change on campus it serves everyone in the best way pos- quirement that faculty began working
Martin and Pepe said the docu[...] This is our last day of silence."
sible." It includes some general state- on last August as part of the ongoing
's
ment
is successful in creating and
about
the
College
Curricular Planning process.
Members of the administration, ments
Tiffany Martin L 09 and Paolo Pepe
faculty, staff and student body have commitments to diversity and intenSee DEMANDS, Page 3
been working together to address tions to generate change , as well as '09 were the two students involved in

It 's a working
document...
meant to point us
on a path in
which all
students will
have the ability
to contribute to
evolving the
campus climate...

Tackling college eating disorders

Students participated in sophomore Aleah Starr s Projection Open Studio, a project aimed at highlighting the
effects of eating disorders.

Supper seminar
f ocuses on body
image issues
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS EDITOR

At her sickest , Jenni Schacfer felt
like she was trapped in a dungeon.
She grew weak , obsessed, and isolated—always too exhausted to leave
her house. Schaefer 's illness wasn't
cancer or a deadly flu virus. She was
starving herself. In a nation that
spends more than $40 billion annually
on dieting and diet-related products ,
more and more men, women and children are grappling with issues of body
image. Schaefer was one of them—
she nearly died from her obsession to
lose wei ght.
Throughout the last two decades,
issues relating to food, diet , and body
image have permeated the medical ,
entertainment, and fashion industries
and spurred public discussion. Concern over obesity, at an all-time high,
has sparked debate over hot topics
such as publishing calorie count in
restaurants and removing soda machines from schools. At the same
time , however, the media has been
dominated by images of underweight,
unrealistically thin or surgically enhanced women, and these images
have been presented as representative
of "correct" or "beautiful" bodies.

On Wednesday, February 10,
Schaefer spoke about issues surrounding eating disorders before a
full audience in Page as part of the
First-Year Seminar Wellness Program. Schaefer, who became a
speaker after recovering from her
own eating disorder , began struggling
with her body image when she was
only four years old—she remembers
feeling self-conscious in her tutu.
Schaefer, who considers herself fully
recovered and at a healthy weight,
certainl y exuded self-confidence as
she walked onto the stage. "By the
way, I now look exactly like my
mom," Schaefer said. In her lecture ,
Schaefer, who refers to her eating disorder as "Ed ," utilized the metap hor
of a bad relationship to convey the
power her eating disorder held over
her life.
While Schaefer expressed discontent
with advertising and media industry devotion to unrealistic body images, she
also illuminated the variety of factors
involved in eating disorders. "Genetics
load the gun, and the environment pulls
the trigger," Schaefer said.
Director of Counseling Services
Patricia Newmcn broug ht Schacfer
to the College because Newmen is
concerned that there may be students who have eating disorders but
are too ashamed or frightened to
seek hel p. "Communities like
Colby where you have a lot of high
achieving, perfectionist young people definitely creates an atmosphere

where eating disorders can develop, " Newmen said. "Eating disorders can offer students a sense of
control. "
According to the National Institute of Mental Health , 91 percent of

women recently surveyed on a college campus had attempted to control their wei ght through dieting,
and 22 percent dieted often or always. Newman encouraged students
who are struggling with an eating
disorder to use the many services
available at the College.
With a student 's permission, the
College can mobilize a team of professionals to offer counseling, medical treatment and nutritional advice.
Newmen emphasized the multitude
of ways eating disorders can manifest themselves. "Not everyone with
an eating disorder looks incredibly
skinny. " Newmen said. "If someone
is finding their thoughts and time
consumed with food, how much they
have eaten, how much they are going
to eat... it might be worth it for them
to seek help."
Newmen is also planning to organize a support group f or students struggling with eating disorders, which can
be triggered by stress or emotional
turmoil "There is a lot of secrecy and
shame in this illness," Newmen said.
"And a support group can be really
helpful in that it allows students to
talk to other people about what they
are going through."
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Land O' Lakes pushes responsibility

Dairy CEO links
small f armers to
global market
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

"In today's world , doing good
work is dotng good business ." said
Chns Policinski President and CEO
of Land O' Lakes, as he began his lecture on Corporate Social Responsibility iCSR) last Thursda> . February 12
in Diamond. The presentation was the
first official lecture of the spring semester put on by the College 's Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs and
Civic Engagement
William R K.cnan Jr Professor of
Gov ernment and Goldfarb Center Director Sandy Maisel introduced
Policinski as a ¦"friend of Colby." as
his son Vfikc is in his junior year at the
College "1 think it 's important to take
advantage of our friends of Colby and
parents of our students by inviting
them to come and talk to us about
their experiences." Maisel said
Policinski has been the president of
Land O' Lakes since 2005. before
which he served as the company ' s
vice president Contrary to what some
might expect , he is not—and never
was—a "farmboy " who spent his
childhood around the agricultural industry. Rather , he is a self-described
"finance guy " and Notre Dame grad
who became involved in the agriculture business after years of w orking
on the business side of various general foods companies.
According to Policinski . his motivation for delivering the lecture was
two-fold: "If we speak about [CSR]
and it influences another company,
than great .but we also want to speak
to [students] and recruit you to work
with companies like us " Policinski
emphasized the need to restore trust
and confidence in consumers during
the current economic crisis. He cited
the perceived greed, excessive compensation and lack of regulation within
American companies as major reasons
for the "crisis in confidence" that
plagues the American market today,
and suggested that CSR can help to reinstill consumer confidence and. thus,
increase consumer spending.
Policinski used Land O' Lakes as
an example of a major United States
company that practices CSR and

thus reaps its social and financia I the Obama administration to make the ence, commenting on issues that
benefits
Land O'Lakes waj i agriculture industry, and society in ranged from the impact of cthanol
founded in l°-2l as a vehicle foi
general , less dependent on oil. Land produced by large farms to the quesO* Lakes is working with scientists to tion of farming subsidies offered by
gathering the dairy products of Mm
nesota farmers and selling them t< i find new ways to generate power, in- the government. He said that he supthe market under one name in ordei
cluding recycling animal waste, in ports both large and small farms: the
to increase profit. Today, the com
hopes that by cutting down on their former as the main providers of aniown power usagethe company can re- mal products and the latter in their atpany is the nation 's third largest co
over
9.00t I turn some to the overall power grid. tempts to move into niche markets ,
operative, with
emp loyees serving over 300.00C I The company is also continually im- like providing animal products for
O*
Lakes has exproducers Land
proving the way in which they interact pharmaceutical companies , in order
panded beyond its role as the nawith the developing countries in to remain successful in the agriculture
tion 's foremost provider of milk anc I which they teach, trying to make their industry. Finall y, Policinski encourbutter, and now leads the nation ir i impact more effective and less inva- aged the students in the audience to
the sale of agricultural products a;i sive. "The challenge isn 't in under- promote CSR practices in their later
well , including seed and fertilizer
standing their markets, but in figuring careers, whatever those careers may
The company has also moved intc ' out what 's appropriate to change ," be, and to keep in mind the Land O'
the arena of agricultural consulting
Policinski said.
Lakes mission "to be a good neighin which it advises farmers on how
At the end of his lecture, Policin- bor, not just at home but in an into run their farms more efficientl y.
ski fielded questions from the audi- creasingly global neighborhood."
Land O' Lakes has a long history
of practicing CSR, both abroad and
domesticall y. "We have , and always have had, a 'good neighbor "
culture and history." Policinski
said. This culture includes engaging in honest and ethical business
practices, promoting a safe and rewarding work environment and
demonstrating a commitment to
sustainable practices.
In 1081, Land O' Lakes created
its own foundation to bring these
practices to underdeveloped areas
all over the world. For example, the
company has trained 145 .000 farmers to date in Kenya alone on how
to better manage and market their
products. In Zambia, Land O' Lakes
has donated thousands of cows to
villages and families in order to provide locals with a sustainable source
of food and teach them about rudimentary dairy production.
Along with these dairy development programs. Land O' Lakes
sponsors school nutrition programs
in order to lessen malnutrition and
increase attendance in schools in
Africa and South America. With
CHRIS MOOER/THE CCH.BT ECHO
the global population increasing
exponentiall y in the next few Land O 'Lakes CEO Chris Policinski speaks on corporate responsibility.
decades. Policii ski believes that
farmers need to double their food
output by 2050 to meet this swelling
demand. He affirmed that it is the responsibility of successful businesses
to get underdeveloped fanning communities on board.
While Policinski is proud of all thai
Land O' Lakes has accomplished at
home and abroad with CSR. he saic
Over the weekend, more than eighty students from the College traveled
that there remains "a lot more to be
on two buses to Camp Kieve , located 60 miles northeast of Portland on
done. " He said that the company ij
Damariscotta Lake to partake in the 7th Annual Posse Plus Retreat.
hoping for a new energy policy frorr
The group came together under the auspices of the Posse Foundation , a
group dedicated to ensuring that students with strong academic and leadership potential go to college and graduate.
Each year, the Posse Foundation holds a "Posse Plus" retreat for Posse
scholars from each class at a particular university, plus one additional invitee of the scholars ' choice.
The goal of the retreat is to give students an opportunity to reflect on their
progress at college so far, as well as to engage in discussion around a central
theme of the retreat This year, the Posse Plus Retreat theme was "On Education."
Throughout the weekend, participants dealt with questions like , "What
purposes do institutions of higher learning serve, beyond what is taug ht in
the classroom?" and "What does education mean in our society today?"
The Posse Plus Retreat was not limited, however, to students alone. Several administrators and teachers were invited , and joined in during many
of the activities, thus further broadening the scope of the event.
The format for discussion on the Posse Plus Retreat varied throughout the
weekend. After unloading personal belongings in bunk-style cabins , students filed into the cafeteria, where a kitchen staff prepared food. Students
and faculty then went to another cabin for introductions and discussion.
One of the first activities, the "Human Barometer," reflected the broader
dynamic of the weekend. Several students, standing on stage in front the 80person audience, were posed a question and asked to walk to move to one end
of the stage or another, so as to indicate either their agreement or disagreement. Afterward, the participants and were then asked to defend their stance.
The weekend retreat shed light in many ways on what is sometimes described as a fractured social environment at Colby, where students from
similar backgrounds tend to form cliques on campus.
With the new skills and confidence gained through the Posse Plus
Retreat , many participants return to Colby with the hopes of engaging the campus and promoting a more intellectually inspired, diverse
community.
—Doug Proctor. News Staff
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Posse retreat poses tough questions

Start Your Career
in Accounting.

Norrheastern's MS in Accounting/MBA
for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in ]ust 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm .
• Proven track record of 100% job placement.

Visit us online oi at sn information session near you.
Learn more about the program and upcoming events
at www.msamba.neu.edu.
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Dr. Paul Light of NYU speaks in Diamond on Monday, February 16.

Speaker scrutinizes
government programs

NYU prof essor
analyzes the
f ederal agenda

By JAMES BELTRAN
NEWS STAFF

Wagner's Paulette Goddard Professor of Public Service Dr. Paul C.
Li ght , of New York University
(NYU), spoke Monday, February 16
in the Diamond Building about the
importance of making difficult
choices on governmental issues in a
lecture sponsored by the Government
Department.
According to Light , President
Barack Obama plans to eliminate
failed programs during his administration, and there are four ways to interpret just what the president intends
to do. The first is to assess programs
and look for ways to improve them.
The second involves cutting programs
that have never worked. Li ght noted
that there have been recent debates
over whether the war on drugs, educational programs or disease prevention programs have achieved
anything.
The third and fourth interpretations are cutting programs that do
work but should not exist , and deciding whether or not certain programs
work and if they should work better,
respectively.
"Then there are programs that do
work but shouldn 't exist ," said Light ,
referring to the third possible interpretation to Obama's vow to streamline and simplify the bureaucracy.
Citing the lack of regulation in the financial system during the 1990s,
Light remarked that this only encouraged people to take on risk and acquire abundant toxic assets.
Light 's current research at NYU
examines the programs that the federal government has created since the
Great Depression and evaluates their
worthiness . Simply put , Light determines whether these programs should
be kept or discarded.
"if you measure a society by what
it tries to do, what it asks itself to do,
it 's an amazing amount of endeavor
we can examine with some significant pnde ," he said. Previous American
presidents
have
tried
implementing programs from Roosevelt 's New Deal to Kennedy 's New
Frontier and Johnson 's Great Society.
"When you look at this inventory, it 's
remarkable ," Light said. Others include attempts to eliminate poverty in
the United States, the institution of
the interstate highway system, Social
Security and Medicare.
According to Light, the purpose of
his research is to stimulate conversa-

tion that will lead to a rebalancing of
the federal agenda in regard to pro
grams that already work or could
work with greater effort, and programs that could be expanded.
Light said that the Founding Fathers believed that government waresponsible for building program,
that benefit the common good. A pplying this belief to the current financial situation , Light feels that the
recently passed stimulus package will
be tested to see whether it affects the
public in a positive way.
Light then posed a question regarding the need for governmental
involvement: "Should we be involved in certain activities?" Unfortunatel y, Light said , "in govcmmcin
we don 't have much evidence at all .
concerning the effectiveness of existing programs. Li ght continued thai
the consequence of this lack of Information is that efforts to assess program efficacy turn into subjective
political disputes.
Light identified inertia as a major
obstacle to making difficult choices m
government. "Congress oftentimes re
fuses to make decisions on futun.
problems because there 's no gain in
it ," he said. To underscore this point
Light explained that it would be difficult for Congress to adjust the retire
ment age, and consequently the
allocation of Social Security, due to
major demographic shifts. Li ght believes that Congress will only aei
under extreme pressure.
To remedy this issue of inertia
Light suggested that Congress think
long-term , obtain better information
and conducting more analyses of pro
gram performance. Furthermore
Obama should think long-term even
though the pressure for action is short
term. "At the end of the day, what w e
find in great shortage in Washington
is political will ," Light said.
Obama can dream bi g for the future, Light said, but he will be forced
to think small with today 's circumstances. "To muster the political will
to go against the problems in the long
term, 1 think we're going to need to
wait," Light said, adding that Obama
will have greater success in effecting
change in 2013, provided that (he
economy improves.
Light concluded by stating that il
will be almost impossible for Obama
to advance his policies without an>
partisanship taking place "We don 't
necessarily make nice to each other.
Li ght said. However, "At the end ol
the day, elections are about who gov
erns." Light remarked that although
Obama may possibl y overcome partisanship on Social Security and
Medicare, the process will take longer
than six months.
Light is author of A Government
Ill-Executed.
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Administration issues document in response to November sit-in demands
From DEMANDS. Page 1

encourag ing more transparency and
uniting the efforts of different
groups and people.
"The document is a great first
step. It lays the foundation for what
needs to come," Martin said. "I still
[Junk there 's more work that needs
to be done. It 's nice to say that this is
going to happen and that this clause
i^ , now in contract , but we need to
see it in action."
The document outlines how SPB
ind PCB will work together to make
programming on campus more inclu(ive, serving a wider range of student
interests'. SPB and PCB chairs will
meet regularly, have representatives
iding as liaisons on each other 's
boards and share the Marson Room as
i meeting space and workplace. Additionall y. Campus Life will have
more oversight of SPB.
Another important aspect of this
push for change involves CCOR.
While CCOR has been active on campus since fall 2007. Atkins , who
rounded the College 's chapter, expects
that interest in partici pating will increase dramatically this semester.
( t OR's kick-off event was held on
luesday. February 17 in the Pugh

Center and featured a student band ,
food and opportunities for those interested to speak with student facilitators.
To accommodate demand, Atkins
said that new facilitators may be
trained during the spring. "The number
of facilitators determines the number

We want
students to
leave Colby with
the very best,
broadest
education they
can possibly
get...
Joe Atkins

Coordinator of Mulicultural
Programs and Support

of participants ," he said, noting that
nine CCOR groups meant that only
about 100 students could take part.
Another aspect of the document 's
"Action Plan Moving Forward" is the
proposal of at least two town hall fo-

rums a semester "to inform and exchange information about campus
matters." Pepe and Martin credit Student Government Association (SGA)
President Patrick Boland with working on this proposal, making it part of
a typical semester at the College and
giving people the opportunity to have
a voice in the issues.
Atkins , Pepe and Martin all said
that this was intended to be a "working
document" and should be considered
only as a beginning to greater change
on campus. Various events planned by
SPB and PCB are meant to continue
the conversations begun last fall and
bring them back to the forefront.
Atkins believes that this issue transcends a student 's four years on campus. "The goal is to prepare students to
live in a multicultural world," he said.
Students' future neighborhoods and
workplaces will be multicultural; the
Census Bureau projects that by 2042,
non-Hispanic whites will no longer
make up the majority of the population.
"We want students to leave Colby
with the very best, broadest education
they can possibly get," Atkins said.
"Any student that goes through college and does not learn how to live and
work and talk with people from different backgrounds is not well suited to
live and work in this millennium."

Seniors consider post-grad options
From JOBS. Page 3

ing on in-house research and talent to
beat the indices. Both seniors said the
i SI A was a good resource for students interested in finance to commiserate about the job process and
-cek advice. Todi said that while the
l .ireer Center offers helpful mock in'L-rviews, for students interested in fin.ince , simulating interviews with
other students from CSIA as a way of
polishing answers to tough technical
questions was useful.
Woolsey echoed the sentiments of
many seniors interviewed for this article in saying that there still seems to
be a sense of apathy and denial among
iiiany in the class of 2009. Clegg, who
1 inded a job in financial consulting
1 ist fall , said her friends fell into one
¦ >t two categories: "They have either
j onc gung-ho and all out e-mailing
j\ eryone, try ing to get something or
liey are the complete opposite, thinking the market is really tough and putting their search off and not thinking
about it. "
Some see the financial crisis as a
mixed blessing, causing them to
ihink creatively about how they will
-pend the next few years of their life.

candidates f or

Many are looking at shorter-term options, such as being a summer camp
counselor in order to save money and
buy some time.
Many seniors who have landed a
job did so through a company they had
previously interned for. Senior Colin
Cummings, for example, was offered
a job last summer doing operations
management and logistics with FritoLay, a company he had worked with
and interned with previously. Cummings, an English major, sees the job
as an opportunity to take a break from
books, save money and build job experience before applying to law school.
Herrmann said the busiest staff person in the Career Center these days is
the internship coordinator, Jillian
LaCroix. App lications for internships
this year have increased, as many recent graduates seek to land a foot in
the door, even if it means not getting
paid for a while.
Many juniors are feeling the pressure as well , hoping to find internships that will help build a solid
resume for the future.
"The key here for me has been
trying to be as dynamic as possible." Director of Trading for CSIA
Nick Wijnberg '10 said. "Ultimately
I like finance, so I'd like to do

something in that area , but in this
climate I'd be happy to be somep lace that has a creative , team orientated environment where 1 could
add value. I' m much more proactive. It 's a hustle."
Yet another option for many in
the class of 2009 is graduate school.
While the Career Center does not
have solid figures on the number of
seniors appl y ing to graduate
school , Associate Director of the
Career Center Cate Ashton anticipates seeing the numbers climb "as
students consider going to graduate
school earlier than they might have
as a good way to avoid a difficult
job market."
According to Ashton, the market
crash in the fall came, for many people, at too late a time to adequately
prepare for and take the LSAT/MCAT
and apply to law or medical school in
this application cycle.
Ultimately the advice of many in
Career Services is to be openminded. Gordon , who studied theater
and found his passion in alumni relations, urged students to try things out
and take risks. Herrmann echoed this
advice, telling seniors to remember
that "your first job is not going to be
your last job."

ENGAGING DIALOGUE: IMPROVING CAMPUS CLIMATE
Editor 's Note: This document represents the efforts of various members of the administration, faculty, staff and
student body to address the demands posedduring the No vember sit-in. This is only a portion of the document, the
rest may befound at www.colbyecho.com.
This document addresses the issues and concerns raised by students and submitted to administration November
6. 2008, as intended to increase cultural awareness and administrative transparency.
Colby College is committed to students learning about people and cultures different from themselves, the richness these differences add to our society, the fact that prejudice limits such enrichment, and how each individual
can promote tolerance and understanding. These values are at the core of our colleges' mission.
As in the larger community, mistakes are often made in regard to lack of cultural sensitivity, cultural knowledge
and overall respect and understanding of our human differences. Fortunately, in this college environment we are
able to reflect upon these situations, and, sometimes use them as cultural learningopportunities.
The work that is taking place now, and has been for the last three years, through the Student Affairsstrategic plan
known as Colby 360 (a holistic approach to intellectual engagement in all aspects of student life) is institutional.
Such actions include, but are not limited to enhancing or changing student programs, coordinating staff functions
to better serve and achieve the College's diversity objective and developing multicultural literacy curricular standards for academic and social life.
Your demonstrated concerns, combined with student ;uid administrative leadership, have influenced the dedication and speed with which these changes are being made and implemented. These changes will come in the form
of immediate tangible programmatic changes as well as o ngoing enhancements to campus culture. Some changes
you will see now and some will reveal themselves later. The work towards reaching our goals can be as enriching
as it is to achieve them.
Student Programming Board
SPB holds meetings for their General Board and members of the community. Included in the Agenda will be discussion and feedback on proposed programming. Meetings are held every other Monday. The times and locations
can be found at http://www.colby.edu/spb/meetingsandhours.html.
There is greater level of oversight of SPB by Campus Life. Secondly, Campus Life and SPB have partnered to
collaborate in the programmatic selection and presentation of campus wide programs. Additionally, SPB and PCB
have created a partnership to increase communication as well as programming co-sponsorships. These collaborative relationships will allow for further conversations to increase cultural awareness in programming.
SPB & PCB Chairs and members will meet regularly and have a representative act as a liaison on respective
boards. Recorded minutes will be available on PCB & SF'B websites.
SPB & PCB will share the Marson Room as a meeting space and workplace for programming efforts.
A calendar will be displayed in Pulver (across from the Pugh Center) shared by SPB, PCB and other Clubs for
postings of events and programs.
In reference to questions pertaining to artist contracts, language has been enhanced in the Colby Campus Life
Riders to read as follows: Artist should refrain from use of comments/material having racist , sexist or homophobic overtones. Should the Artist make comments and/or use material of an explicitly racist, sexist, homophobic nature, the Presenter reserves the right to end the performance immediately and withhold payment. If all conditions
are not fulfilled , the contract will be renegotiated according to violation.
Students who have a concern about an event in progress t can approach the student in charge of the program (SPB
or other) or contact Security.
As planning begins for the spring and fall semesters, wi th respect to student leadership training, Campus Life and
SGA resources (internal & external) are being identified to further the educational opportunities for students and
staff. Such initiatives include a student leadership multicultural and training retreat, and interactive training programs throughout the semester.
Students seeking leadershippositions will be expected i o show evidence of diversity training or experiences. For
example, involvement in a situation where empathy was displayed and specific action was taken to improve understanding of the circumstance.
Academics
The November 6, 2008 document requested, "All first- year students fulfill a multicultural diversity requirement,
in the form of an academic course, similar to the all-campus requirement for English 115." Coincidental ly. the curricular planning working groups, in their broad review of the Colby curriculum that began in March 2008, have developed a multicultural literacy requirement for all studen ts. The work of this group is ongoing, and the parameters
of the Multicultural Literacy proposal are yet to be fully determined- It will, however, focus, broadly, on providing students with knowledge and skills that will enable them to interact effectively with others across all dimensions of difference, and to live and work productively in multicultural contexts. Also, since August 2008. the
Multicultural Literacygroup has been working closely wi th other faculty involved in the ongoing Curricular Planning process. The proposals that result from this process (including a proposal for a Multicultural Literacy requirement) will be presented to and considered by the ful l faculty in the spring of 2009.

Signed by Noel James, MulticulturalAffairs , Kelly Wha\ ton, Campus Life. Jessica Dash. Campus Life. Joe Atkins.
Multicultural Affairs , Mark Tappan. Professor and Direct jr. Education . Tiffany Martin '09 and Paolo Pepe '09.

SGA ELECTION

Class of 2010 Representatives

The Student Government Association (SGA) will be holding February elections for a newjunior class representative
m serve with Alex Aitoro 10 f o r this current semester. All members of the junior class are encouraged to vote on Feb¦vary 23-24 Additionally, the entire student body is eligible and encouraged to vote on the constitutional referendum
• m the same day This amendment focuses on the process of SGA elections and must be voted on by the student body if
U is to be added or left out of the SGA constitution. Contact your dorm presidentfor more details.
—Cary Finnegan, SGA Vice President

Tyler
Kaggie Reissmann
Orrick

Hi Class of 2010!
My name is Kaggie Orrick and
I am running for Junior Class representative. 1 grew up in San Francisco
and I am an environmental science

last
three
years I have
been a member of CCAK
and this past
semester I
was abroad
in Namibia
tracking rhinos. During
my
senior
year of high
school I was
appointed
School Chair,
bead of the
Disciplinary Committee, and head of
the Community Council. Through my
participation in these activities, I
learned the dedication and hard work
needed to run a student government
smoothly and how to get our voices
1.. ..... I
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array of people, I feel I am approachable on all levels and am always interested in ways to strengthen and
represent 2010. Senior year is just
around the comer and our class will
soon be split both on and off campus,
but I think we can make this semester
unforgettable. I have great ideas for
class dinners, paintballmg. barbeques
when spring arrives (with kegs for the
21+), bowling and pub nights on
weekdays. I will also make sure there
are lots of late-night snacks in Miller
when midterms and finals roll around.
I know this semester is going to be
stressful and frustrating with classes,
summer jobs and "real life" just
around the corner, but I have great
ways to distract us when we need it
most! SGA elections are February 2325, so do not forget to vote!!!!
Thank you,
Vannin Pi^^L-

Greetings Class o f ' 10,
To those of you whom I have yet
to meet, my name is Tyler Reissmann. 1 am an international studies
major and am indeed a junior. My
Colby career began after arriving
from Salamanca as a Feb-Frosh ready
to start college like most of you did
four months before.
Enthusiastic about getting involved, I made a point of breaking the
ice. From the tennis team to winter
track, to ballroom dancing and attending the occasional International
hour at the Coffeehouse, getting out
there to meet people was my priority.
It served me well , as I now have an
extensive network of peers at Colby,
which has helped me-understand the
broader social patterns of the school.
Working with others is rewarding for
me as I love to be with people and
enjoy making new friends. I believe
that you must reach out to others and
make an effort.
On a more formal level, the firstyear class council was my first official

my privilege
to serve as
the
Dorm
President of
Mary Low.
It felt good to
help
and
meet
new
students.
Politics
aside, I am
an avid cyclist, ninner
and
skier.
While
on
campus J am
involved
with the German table .
the Goldfarb
Center, CCAK , and will soon host my
own radio show.
Taking a look at the current state of
our school , we cont inue to stniggle as
a community with alcohol consumption , race relations and studenl programming. My experience in SGA
and ncr-iiinnl inatofcts Rt f'rJhv will

prove effective if given the chance. I
am excited and honored at the
prospect of being one of your class
representatives Of course I seek your
vote, but I care most that you care to
vote.
Thank you.
Tvf ,T Rei«mann

OPI NI ON
EDITORIAL

Seeking help when it's around

have a lot to worry about these days. Not only is the economy a mess, seniors graduating in May face incredible uncertainty in the job market. Students
We
on this campus are the kind of peop le who tend to care enormously: about their
grades , about participation in extracurricular activities ( Echo editors included) and about
larger issues—conflicts across the globe, environmental problems , educational inequality , poverty in Maine Sometimes, it can be hard to remember the worries and problems
closer to home
This past week, a few different events focused on eating disorders at the College.
Eating disorder awareness may seem trite—we all got our fair share of education in
high school—but is still a hugel y important issue facing college women and men.
We 've all heard the statistics , but that shouldn 't make them any less true or terrifying:
up to 10 million American women and 1 million American men may have anorexia or
bulimia, countless others struggle with binge eating disorders and 80 percent of American women are believed to be dissatisfied with their appearance (according to nationaleating disorders.org J.
In the front-page Echo article this week. Director of Counseling Services Patricia Newman made an important point: "Not everyone with an eating disorder looks incredibly
skinny If someone is finding their thoughts and time consumed with food, how much they
have eaten, how much they are going to eat . i t might be worth it for them to seek help. "
Seeking help is what we want to encourage this week in our editorial. It 's easy to become caught up in other worries and cast aside thoughts of a friend who spends mealtimes
pushing food around her plate instead of eating it or your own obsession with the treadmilt' s calorie counter While we may never come up with a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict here on the Hill, we're able to address the problems closer to home, using
the College 's ample resources.
The Health Center has a team of people who are experienced in addressing eating disorders and other body image issues. While we're here, we might as well take advantage of
them, either for ourselves or for our friends.
Of course, dealing with eating disorders is anything but easy. However, it can be made
easier Making use of counseling services and the Health C enter is a way to start. Furthermore , the Echowants to take part in encouraging a supportive and nonjudgmental environment on campus, one where those who need help are not only aware that help exists,
but not afraid or embarrassed to seek it out.
We fully support attempts to create a support group for victims of eating disorders and
look forward to seeing this initiative fulfilled.

ALL TOO HUMAN

The friend of my friend is my...
Good Pal from Back Home visit , three years
ago. I wasn 't part of this experience, but for
the next several months, everyone who was
would periodically bring it up and whine
about how much of an ass they thought J's
friend was. It probably didn 't help that he 'd
apparently warned them that they wouldn 't
like his friend, but still. If you 're meeting a
friend' s friend, you give the guy the benefit of
the doubt at the very least. If the others
thought he was an ass, chances are he was, on
some level.

the weekend, a friend of mine
Over
(hereafter L) had a guest of the Good
Pal from Back Home variety. I was
only in the company of said good pal (hereafter Friend One) for about half an hour, but 1
got a good vibe. Spunky but in an understated
way. friendly without trying too hard , clever
and quick-witted without being exhibitionist
about it: sort of an Ellen-Page-as-Juno thing.
It brought to mind the last visitor I remember L having. That time, the friend in question
didn 't seem to hit it off with everyone quite as
well. To be fair, as 1 said I didn 't spend much
time with Fnend One. but my hunch is that I
would' ve liked her better anyway. Not that the
other girl (hereafter Friend Two) was a bitch
or anything. Also, it was an exam period when
Friend Two visited so no one was in a good
mood anyway. Even so, I have to say I wasn 't
a particular fan.
Not that L is the only person who's had this
happen. A guy friend (hereafter J) also had a

If you know an ass
for long enough...
maybe the ass
quality becomes
endearing.
So why is it that we can be friends with Person X and then not get along with Person X's
other friends? Why shouldn 't everyone whom
Person X likes be compatible if Person X is
compatible with all of them? Is there some
weird inversion of "the enemy of my
enemy..." at work here? (Probably not; I just
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was the last time you talked
When
about race? For most people on
campus, probably not since last
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R OB KIEVTT
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fall. We all remember what happened last fall,
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BUSINESS MANAGER
right?
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It 's hard to believe some of those events
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happened so recently, given the lack of conversation on the Digest of Civil Discourse
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ber arrived, racial issues disappeared from the
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most as if the events hadn 't even occurred.
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People went back to living their "normal"
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everyday lives and shoved the issue of race
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right
into the back of their minds.
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This can be said for most of the campus,
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but if you had looked hard enough, you could
ASSISTANTFEATURES EDITOR
have found people continuing this important
MARGIE GRIBBELL
M Y TIEN H UYNH
discourse. The members of Campus ConverILLUSTRATOR
ASSISTANT OPINION EDFTOR
sations on Race (CCOR) never stopped talkNEWS STAFF
ing about these issues. Instead of letting the
conversation die out , they have continued to
J AMES BELTRAN
RACHEL GOFF
DOUG PROCTOR
inject more and more life into it , and are still
BENJAMIN COOK
N ICOLE HEWES
LINDSAY PUTNAM
talking about ways in which we can keep the
importance of this issue alive on this campus.
5430 Mayflower Hill Drive, Waterville, Maine 0490 1
The time has come for CCOR to branch
(207) 859-5430
out , and they want your help. They have
echo@colby.edu I www.colbyecho.com
learned a lot from their conversations over the
past months, but now they want to help other
The Colby Echo is the weekly student newspaper of Colby College in Waterville, Maine.
people learn more about race and how to talk
The paper is published every Wednesday that the College s in session. Students are strongly
encouraged to contribute and should contact the editors) of the section(s) they are interested
I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
in working for in order to leam more.
BOTH EDITOR IN CHIEF
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The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community Letters should not exceed 400 words and pertain to a current topic or issue. However,
the Echo reserves the right to run longer letters. Also, the Echo reserves the right to edit submissions for grammar and clarity and may choose not to run a letter. The Echo will not, under
any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
Letters are due to the Echo by midnight of the Sunday prcceeding the publication date. They
should be submitted via e-mail to echo(S»colby.edu and be in a text-only format.
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about it. They want to share the tools they
have with the rest of this campus so that ,
someday, we'll all have what we need to be
able to have effective and productive conversations about race. They are inviting people
to join, and the only requirement is that you
want to learn more about this issue and why
other people care so much about it.
What you 'll find if you join CCOR is a
group of people committed to talking about
this issue in productive and meaningful ways.
Never have I seen a group of people more
willing to share what they know and leam
more from the opinions of others. They want

If you ever felt like
you wanted to say
something last fall
but didn 't have the
words to do it , here
is the chance to
find those words.
to build bridges betweengroups of people that
have never been built before. They want to
take this issue of race and have conversations
without arguments. They want to create a safe
space in which to have these conversations
that many people still consider awkward or
unnecessary.
For those of you who have said that they
want more dialogue , this is the group to join.
I cannot count the number of people who told

me last semester that they had no idea that
CCOR even existed. Well, it does exist, and
now you have the perfect opportunity to join
in their conversation. If you ever felt like you
wanted to say something last fall but didn 't
have the words to do it , here is your chance to
find those words. It 's never too late to find the
right words and say what you want—or
need—to say.
After having these conversations, it will be
your rum to bring them out into the rest of the
world (or, for starters, the rest of this campus,).
1 am sure there are plenty of people who
would love to talk about race if given the right
situation, so why not provide them with that
opportunity?
For example, the oft-quiet Digest of Civil
Discourse has been bustling with conversation
recently. Why not contact someone who made
a comment on the Digest and have a talk over
a cup of coffee? Or, heck , if you 're old
enough, go buy the person a drink and spark
some conversation then. CCOR believes in
having face-to-face conversations, not digital
arguments. If you join CCOR, you'll leam the
skills needed to start these sorts of conversations and keep them going for as long as you like
If you want to be having these conversations and want the ability to show others how
this important issue affects their lives, I highly
recommend joining CCOR. If you are interested, e-mail ccorgroup@colby.edu. 1 am sure
they would be happy to chat with you and
leam about your interest in the issue of race.
This is the perfect opportunity to leam something you 'll be able to use for the rest of your
life. I encourage you to seize this opportunity
and see how this issue affects all of our lives
every single day.

Poor judgment + publicist = ?! j
C.W.
BASSETT

OPINION PAGE

Editorials represent the majority opinion of the editorial board. Opinions expressed in the individual columns, letters or cartoons are those of the author, not of the Echo.
The Echo welcomes column and cartoon submissions from members of the Colby community.

reall y wanted to write that phrase.)
Well, we all have friends who are asses. (It
you don 't think you do, maybe you 're the ass.
but then again, I think a fair number of asses
are pretty self-aware on this point.) And we're
often not shy about saying this , whether to
their faces or not. "Oh, Jack? Yeah, he's a
dick. Gotta love him , though." We know it
when our friends are "terrible people." So why
are we OK with that? If we can answer that,
maybe we can figure out why we don't like
some of our friends' friends.
Maybe it 's just a matter of familiarity. If
you know an ass for long enough and he 's
never too much of an ass to you specifically,
maybe the ass quality becomes endearing. You
see it as a personal quirk , like talking to yourself, rather than a character flaw.
Or maybe it 's a matter of compartmentalization. You have multiple sets of interests ,
and you have a group of friends who understands one set but not another, and another
group of friends who understands the latter set
but not the former, and ne 'er the twain shall I
meet, for fear of some sort of matter-antimatter cataclysm.
Makes sense, I guess. Still , I kind of feel
bad that Friend Two's visit didn 't go as well
as One 's. Not that Friend Two cared. Bui
maybe for L's sake I should' ve tried harder.
...Nah.

would assume that even those of
One
you who haven 't read any news from
any source are aware of the really odd
case in California (where else?) of the recent
mother of octuplets and the furor that has ensued subsequently. Turns out the startling
birth ensued from a clearly power-mad obstetrician who implanted seven (or eight; the
exact number is unclear) embryos in the
womb of 33-year-old Nadya Suleman Ms.
Suleman, an unemp loyed, unmarried mother
who already had six children when the eight
bundles of joy arrived, hasn't had it easy of late.
Not only is her physician under heavy
scrutiny by the medical societies in California,
but Suleman has been inundated by hundreds
of hateful , indeed scurrilous emails and telephone calls of late. Her publicist (yeah, I
know, she's got a publicist!) has been turning
this personal media barrage over to the police.

other very nasty messages, and the publicist
wants to see it stopped. Suleman got 500 new
obnoxious emails last Thursday.
One does wonder why that now-infamous
obstetrician had no qualms about the in vitro
octuplets, not because Ms. Suleman was unmarried , but because she already had six children. Why would he do that , except because
he COULD? And, she COULD? And they
DID? Readers might say that the whole affair
(ha! ha!) isn 't funny, to which I answer that
it 's wonderfull y absurd And if the absurd isn't
funny, it 's sad. Still , if Ms. Suleman has a
publicist . I think the babies will make out OK.
Only in California. . . .
Here's one from Philadelphia: enraged by a
noisy family sitting near him in a movie theater on Christmas night , James J. Cialella , 29,
shot the father of the brood in the arm. He had
told them to be quiet , threw popcorn at the
man's son. and when Cialella started to walk
toward the family, the dad stood up, and the
by-now-out-of-control Cialella shot him.
The South Philly cops converged on the
Rivcrview Stadium Theater, found Cialella
carrying a .380 caliber handgun, and arrested
him. He 'll be charged with six counts—like
attempted murder. The victim is in stable con-

been a magic time.
Back , now, to our favorite state, Masschusetts. An Easthampton car wash worker is
recovering after a quick-thinking customer cut
her loose from a spinning scrubber brush that
had snagged her scarf. Stephanie Carpluk (I' m
not making that name up!) was released from
a Springfield hospital , eyes black and throat
bruised, after her scarf began choking her.
This nasty incident took place at the Golden
Nozzle Car Wash (last week we wrote of
shootings at Worcester's Golden pizza parlor;
gold is clearly unlucky in the Bay State). Ms.
Carpluk owes her life to John O'Leary, who
cut her loose with a pocket knife and gave her
mouth-to-mouth. Another customer called
911. Car washes may go brushtess in Easthampton.
Finally, you could have been Chief Justice
John G. Roberts Jr., who—thrown off his pace
by the new President 's middle name, Hussein—botched the Oath of Office on Inauguration Day by misplacing
the adverb "faithfully." Justice Roberts
came over to the White House several days
later and tried again. Pres. Obama, asked if he
was ready to take the oath, responded, "I am,
and we're going to do it very slowly." Things
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POSTCARDS

A WILDER PERSPECTIVE

A notsostarving artist'sJanPlan

COLUMBlAPnOGIUMS RE1DHALL COM

French university professors and students are protesting unpopular education reforms.

French go on strike (again),
ruin j unior 's breakfast

He then proceeded to explain , gesticulating
aggressively, that French President Nicolas
Sarkozy is anti-intellectual, which in France is
a crime roughly equal to treason. He railed for
nearly an hour against reforms that he said
would place too great a burden on teachers,
and finally urged us students to join the strike.
I thought maybe this was a fluke, but similar
scenes played out in all my classes. This was
the case for everyone in my study-abroad prohomeless man lives near my house in gram: nearly every professor is on strike and
Paris. In one hand he holds a cup. In refuses to teach.
Apparently, I' m expected to keep up on
Athe other, a sign: "I'm hungry. Please
gtva me a little money." And at his feet, in a reading, because end-of-semester exams will
box lined with straw, sits a rabbit. I've been go ahead regardless of whether the strike ends.
here for nearly a month and I' m still not sure My program decided to organize some reif his sign is a plea or a threat. When I walk by placement class sessions, but still I felt mad at
c\ery morning, 1 usually drop what little the entire country. I hated their 35-hour work
change I have into his cup. Like I said, I'm not week. I hated that they all dress so elegantly
Mire , but T think I may be the reason that rab- all the time. I hated them for screwing up the
plans I had set for myself in Paris. Their stupid
bit is still alive.
Times are tough in France. Even more than little political system was getting in the way
in the US, la crive (economic crisis) is raging. of my education. What the fuck?
Still annoyed, I went out on Saturday with
Unemployment stands above 10 percent;
economists predict that it may rise to 12 per- other American students to a restaurant called
cent or higher within the year. Everyone is af- "Crepes a Gogo." Not even looking at the
menu, I ordered something with the word
fected, the homeless included.
It doesn't help that a nationwide strike has flambe in the title. The waiter brought me a
decadent mass of crepe.
been underway for
covered in apple slices
weeks. The result?
and Breton caramel. He
France loses hundreds
poured high-proof alcoof millions of dollars,
hol all over it, then lit the
public transportation
whole thing on fire. Unruns slowly and masfortunately, it immedisive demonstrations fill
ately went out , leaving
The streets daily. Most
the alcohol on the crepe,
countries would find
unused. I called him back
this intolerable, but the
and
asked him to light it
F rench go through this
again. He said the alcohol
kind of thing more
had to be warm to catch
often than most college
flame , and poured on
students do laundry.
more. But again the fire
This strike, though .
went
out. He told me to
is a big one. Not only
Jo workers want universally higher wages; stop blowing on it (I wasn't), and poured on
university professors and students have joined more. Of course it didn't light and we ended
in, hoping to block legislation that would man- up going through this dance three more times,
date unpopular education reforms. While it 's until my plate was brimming with liquid and
t:rcat to watch the unions march through the the waiter declared he could do nothing more.
itreets with ridiculous costumes and giant bal- At that point, my crepe was a fire hazard. Havloons, like a socialist version of the Macy 's ing no other options, I just had to eat the thing.
Thanksgiving Day parade, we American stu- Imagine a pancake marinated in vodka and
dents are left in a bit of a fix.
you'll get the idea of what this was like.
That was it for me, the last straw. I officially
I' m attending the University of Paris. On
my very first day, in my very first class, the decided that France sucked beyond redempprofessor came in 15 minutes late. Without tion. It had destroyed my education and my
ceremony, he announced that he was on strike. crepe; what was left to take?
But something miraculous happened when
I got up to leave. I began to feel buzzed. Outside, it started to build. I was walking down
the street at 10:30 a.m. and I was drunk. I noticed that the persistently gray sky had given
way to blue. The entire street and every building on it became suddenly beautiful. The
turning and world was flowing around me,
and for the first time since I'd arrived I
stopped trying to "do Paris," to bend the city
to my expectations. I felt ready for what it had
to offer. Yes, the French strike all the time for
Here's What's Playing Fri. Feb. 20
fewer hours and more money, and it can be
through Thurs. Feb. 26
annoying, but they know how to enjoy life;
they 'll teach you how if you pay attention.
So what's the moral here? Get drunk off a
DEFIANCE
crepe and be happy? Maybe I just needed a
R 5:20 and 7:55; Matinees Fri., Sat.
new perspective. As I headed back toward
and Sun at 12:00 and 2:40
home, I saw the homeless man with his rabbit. He was rubbing its head lovingly, playing with it and feeding it. I dropped a few
FROST/NIXON
coins into his cup, just in case.
R 4:50, 7:15 and 9:35; Matinees Fri.,
Sat. and Sun. at 12:00 and 2:40
NOTE HUM TUE LulluU:
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE
Be sure to check out the
Opinion section online at
R4:40 , 7:00 and 9:20; Matinees Fri.,
Sat. and Sun . at 12:00 and 2:15

r

That was it... I
officiall y decided
that France sucked
beyond redemption.
It had destroyed
my education and
my crepe; what
was left to take?

TROUBLE THE WATER
Unrated Sat. and Sun . at 10:00 a.m.
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for a letter to the editor by
Zach Russem '06, former
SGA Parliamentarian and
primary author of the
current SGA constitution,
weighing in on
Point/Counter-Point.

While most of you took a class on the
Hill , interned, or went somewhere
exotic and scored a nice tan (of
which I am, I must admit , extremely jealous),
I thought I'd take the road less traveled and
live at home to remind you all how luck y you
were not to be at yours. (Just kidding. Mom ,
our Scrabble tournaments really were the most
fun I' ve had since high school.) I realized that
I hadn 't been painting as much as in high
school and I missed it. So I enrolled in a "Continuing Education" class at the Massachusetts
College of Art in the city of Boston. I' m a history major and don 't have time to take art
classes at Colby because I suffered from a severe case of major changeritis until last semester, so I thought I'd get back to my inner
Picasso and see where I stood. I also wasn 't
opposed to the idea of home-cooked dinners .
I'm from a small town about thirty minutes
outside of Boston (exotic, I know) so every
morning I would get into my trusty Jeep and
trundle down Route 2 into the city. Class was
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m., with the building open
until midnight if students wanted to stay later.
I was nervous; I have never had that much
time to paint without distraction. Could I make
myself focus and enjoy it for seven or more
hours each day? Nevertheless, I arrived on day
one and set offon what would be a JanPlan of
self-discovery.
The class was taught by an Irish painter ,
Tim Hawkesworth. Tim had wild gray hair
and a somewhat unkempt moustache. He wore
the same pilled grey sweater and paint-stained
jeans every day. accompanied by a huge
hunter green L.L. Bean coat that had to have
been made before 1985 at the earliest. He
started each class with a lecture that focused
less on technique and more on the connection
the painter must have with themselves and

their work. My favorite piece of advice:
"Don 't worry about being original. Worry
about being authentic. If you are true to yourself, originality will inevitably follow. "
If Tim matched exactly my hopes for a
great teacher, the members of the class defied
my expectations. I wasn't thinking I'd be with
kids my age. but I didn 't realize the other students would be my parents * age and seem
more suited for group counseling than art
class. One had just come out to his dying parents; another cried every time she finished a
painting.
Not that I can put myself on a pedestal of
normalcy. One day, while dripping wax from
a candle on a painting in an effort to create a
certain effect, I was zoning out as I listened to
my iPod (Barbara Streisand? Sure). I was sitting on the floor with the painting tacked to
the wall, and another hung above the one I was
working on. I must have lifted the candle too
high, because 30 seconds later I smelled something strange, and sure enough, 1 had lit my
painting on fire. If that wasn't bad enough, I
left the studio to find that my car had been
towed to Dorchester. It was a good day.
Despite my strange classmates and occasional acts of unintended arson, 1 loved the
class. I was given my own studio and left
alone for the majority of the time, except when
Tim would come around and check if I needed

any help He told me, "I work as quickly as I
can to get to the point where I don 't know
what I' m doing." Words to live by, for it turns
out I did my best work when I was completely
clueless. Once, when 1 got too caught up in
one part of a painting and didn 't know what to
do next, Tim took a wet paintbrush and
messed up the image I had been slaving over.
Despite my initial disbelief that he had just destroyed my prize, I let the painting take a new
turn and realized that Tim had given me a gift:
he showed me that in order to create, I have to
destroy. The same goes for any creative
process; it's never good to treat something too
preciously. The parts must change along with
the whole.
I was left at the end of the day, and ultimately the end of the class, wishing there was
more time. What is the point of summarizing
my JanPlan? I guess I hope to inspire my fellow students to pursue what they love. The rewards of a breakthrough in something you 've
been doing your whole life are worth the
struggle and frustration that inevitably accompany the pursuit of perfection. Sometimes
one stroke of a brush can feel like a goal in a
sports game: a moment that transcends the
mundane, that turns a battle into a victory. I
consider myself lucky to be able to search for
the seemingly unattainable, even if it was only
for a brief month.

POINT/COUNTER-POINT: SGA REFORM

Vote on the new constitution
SGA President hopes f orgreater f lexibility,democracy

February 23, you have two imporOntant questions. The Student Government Association (SGA) needs you to
vote for them to improve our school and save
a stagnant organization that, in the past , has
cared too much about itself , and less about
what is best for the school. VOTE YES ON
QUESTIONS 1 AND 2
QUESTION 1
Do you support the new constitution? You
should vote yes.
1) FLEXIBILITY: The Executive Board
cannot currently add or subtract members depending on what it needs. This year, we
needed a community liaison to interact with
clubs and to create unity on the campus. But
we couldn't do it under the rules. Past SGAs
have had to deal with this, too. We're also pro-

posing the new position of Administrative Assistant to take notes at the meetings, so that we
can have a full-fledged publicity chair to publicize what we are doing. We could also call
informal brainstorming meetings, which have
been incredibly useful to SGA.
2) ELECTION REFORM: How many 8.5"
x 11" posters did you see last year? How much
paper did we waste? That would all be eliminated. You'll also be able to campaign all the
way through the elections, and coercing someone to vote for or against a candidate would
be illegal . This change would promote faceto-face campaigning, as opposed to campaign
teams that put up your posters.
3) CLASS PRESIDENTS: Class presidents
(currently class representatives) will each have
a vote, owing to the large nature of their role.
QUESTION 2
Do you support the amendment to move
dorm president elections to the fall? You
should vote yes. SGA has a problem.
1) APPOINTMENTS: Last year, SGA
President Nick Cade appointed more than 20
percent of all dorm presidents. This year, I appointed more than half. This problem is getting worse, not better. Under this amendment.

all dorm presidents and the first-year class
presidents would be elected in the first few
weeks of school.
2) OBJECTIONS: "What about SGA orientation?" It will still happen. Any responsible SGA will make sure that your
representatives know how to actually represent you. "What about an incentive to run?"
Please, if you need an incentive to be on SGA,
you are in it for the wrong reasons. "And what
about the first few weeks of school with no
representation?" I think it 's a small price to
pay. Room picks would no longer determine
who runs for SGA. SGA would be more democratic —you 'd actually elect who represents
your dorm when you live there. All members
of SGA should be elected, not appointed, and
this would help ensure that.
Why should you care? SGA has stagnated under its current constitution. We
haven 't changed things up in years when
change has been desperatel y needed . I
wouldn 't have fought so hard for this last
year, and fought again this year, if it wasn 't
important. SGA is your voice , and it needs
this change. Hel p us be better representatives for you. VOTE YES ON QUESTIONS 1 AND 2.

Apartments rep concerned about ambiguity,inefficiency

SGA Reform Working Group has
The
produced a new constitution for SGA,
which will be presented to the student
body by referendum. The suggested changes
seem to make sense but upon a closer look
many questions can be raised about where
SGA's priorities lie. The proposed changes
can be broken down into the "new" constitution and the changes made to election guidelines. I would like to explain how the
proposed system may end up doing more
harm than good.
THE "NEW" CONSTmrriON
The proposed constitution doesn 't actually
change much. But mostly it blurs lines of authority. The roles of the president and vicepresident arc not explicit anymore. SGA's
leaders can pick and choose what they would

like to do. In this manner, accountability is not
increased because there isn 't a way to identify
who was supposed to carry out which responsibility.
The "new" constitution also has a huge impact on dorm presidents. Not having a room
pick incentive may seem good, hut what if a
donr can't find anyone to represent it?
Also, the "new" constitution calls for
mandatory "brainstorming" meetings. But despite this additional responsibility placed on
dorm presidents, the same expectation of not
missing meetings applies. It is asking quite a
bit to double the responsibilities and remove
the incentives that currently apply to dorm
presidency. And I haven't heard anyone complaining about the room incentive if their dorm
president fulfills their duties.
ELECTIONS
Maybe I' m an idealist to believe that
SGA's mission is to "advance student influence in the College community, and to protect and ensure the rights of all students."
That was taken from the current SGA Constitution 's preamble , and if it is carried out
correctly then SGA can be an effective and
powerful body on campus.

If elections move to the fall, I worry about
the effectiveness of the SGA and the voice it
will have. One of the main reasons for the proposed change is to increase accountability and
democracy. While these are good buzzwords,
I wonder if this increase of democracy won 't
hinder SGA. Before I am incorrectly labeled
"anti-democratic," let me explain.
SGA's currently defined role is to protect
the rights of students and be their voice to the
administration. With fall elections, students
would be without accessible representation for
nearly two months. Students would still have
class representatives and SGA's executive
board, but the executives arc non-voting members, charged with carrying out decisions
voted on by the Presidents ' Council Should a
situation arise where student opinion is needed
early in the fall , SGA will be held voiceless
until the whole body can meet. This also assumes that every dorm will have a representative run. If there is an empty dorm, we will still
be asking the president (or vice-president) to
appoint someone. Fall elections would mute
the campus for too long.
Yes, it isn 't democratic, but the Sunday of
the first Loudness, SGA is meeting, willing
and able to tackle any situation. Keep elections
as they are: Vote No.
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Unique clubs sparkinterest

ALUMNI PROFILE; CHIH-CHIEN HSU '80

Figure skating
and juggling provide stress relief

third grade, explained how the two
friends started the club: "When we
first met I realized that she juggled as
well. In September we started filling
out the [club registration] forms."
Although only five students
attend
meetings
regularly,
Perlmutter is hopeful that the spring
semester will rouse more interest in

By COURTNEY YEAGER
ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

Although the stresses of spring
semester are full y underway, there
are dozens of clubs and recreational
sports available to quench students '
thirst for entertainment. Among the
most quirky are the Maineliners
Figure Skating Club and the
Juggling Club , both of which require
practice and steadfast dedication.
SUZANNE MEHWLSOK THE COIBY ECHO

Chih-Chien Hsu embraces the Chinese pastimeof karaoke, singing Macy Gray with Economics ProfessorPhilip Brown.

Alum bringstheCollegehome
JanPlan class in
Ch ina learns
f rom his success
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

2009 was
While
January
undoubtedly both a strange and rich
experience for the students of EC
215 Made in China (the writer
among them), January 9 was among
the stranger and richer days. The
students found themselves seated at
a fancy banquet table, piled high
with colorful and unidentifiable
dishes The class onl y realized how
elaborate this banquet—hosted by
local government officials—truly
was when bowls of steaming shark
fin soup were set on the table
While sharkfinnmg is looked down
upon in the U.S.. in China, it is a
delicacy and a sign of affluence
So who were these government
officials trying to impress? The
scruffy set of students?
No, this was for Chih-Chien Hsu
'80. founder and chairman of
Courage Marine Group Ltd., a shipping company that transports bulk
commodities throughout Asia. Bom
in Taiwan. Chih, as the group called
him. is now in a class of businesspeople prune to invest in China 's growth.
Chih provided Made in China with
much "insider" information on the
shipping industry and on China in
general, clarifying certain points
made in discussion , helping to
arrange various site visits along the
Yangtze River and providing certain
perks, like our fancy banquet, that we
would have otherwise missed out on.
Chih was a government major
(potentiall y a double major in history as well .he isn 't completel y certain) at a time when there were very
few international students on campus. "The community of international students at Colby was very
small during the 1970s , but it was
not all Colby 's fault." Chih said. "I
think the combination of its rather
remote location and extremel y cold
weather in winter deterred many
from even applying " He noted that
the College now has a much more
cKerse student body, due in large
pan to the goals and policies of former President Bill Cotter.
In addition to studying government and history. Chih used his time

at the College to cultivate a passion
in scul pture , especiall y with
Professor Harriet Matthews. "I must
have been pretty good since I won
the art prize my senior year and had
my own cxhibit, '"Chih said.
One difficult aspect of being an
international student at the College ,
Chih said , was a sense of homesickness for his native Chinese food ,
especiall y because "Chinese food's
tastes are so intense and Chinese
culture is obsessed with food. " One
day he had a craving for Peking
duck , and after finding the recipe,
he decided to make it himself , purchasing a frozen Long Island duck
from a local supermarket. "One of
the key steps in making Peking

One of the key
steps in making
Peking duck is
to hang it...
So for several
days, I had a
duck carcass
hanging out of
my Woodman
dorm window.
Chih-Chien Hsu

Class of 1980

duck is to hang it , by the neck , in a
cool airy place for a couple of days
to allow the skm to dry so when it is
eventuall y roasted , it will be
crispy." Chih recounted. "So for
several days. I had a duck carcass
hanging out of my Woodman dorm
window."
Chih was involved in many activities during his time at the College,
including serving as vice president
and president of the International
Relations Club. He recalled one of
the most successful events the club
organized during his tenure, a presentation on the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict , featuring important speakers from both sides. The club also
organized a delegation to the
National Model United Nations ,
held in New York; in 1979. the group
represented then-Marxist Ethiopia ,
while in 1980. it was the nonaligncd
Yugoslavia.
Although he graduated nearl y 30

years ago , Chih still remains
involved with the College community, most notably throug h his participation in the JanPlan China
classes during the past three years.
"The best part [of JanPlan classes]
has always been meeting a whole
new generation of Colby students
and interacting with them ," he said.
Chih also noted that the most
unique experience of this past
JanPlan was "the simultaneous
launching of four shi ps at the
Dayang Shipbuilding yard. I have
attended many ship launchings , but
never four at the same time."
Chih said that his time at the
College has impacted his career
both "very little and a great deal
Very little because frankly 1 have
forgotten almost all the facts and
figures that I learned at Colby. A
great deal because Colby 's liberal
arts education reall y taught me to
analyze all matters objectively and
from all different angles , and it also
taught me to be creative and always
think outside the box."
After graduating, Chih went home
to Taiwan to help rebuild his family's
shipping company, which faced
problems due to a depression of the
world shipping industry and the
death of his father. "These were very
traumatic events for a young college
graduate," he said. He said that he
used creativity and resourcefulness
to rebuild the business, always maintaining an optimistic outlook. "In
hindsight , that crisis has also helped
me later in life because although I
always hope for the best, I always
prepare for the absolute worst." Chih
said. "In the current world economic
environment, it has proven to be a
lesson well learned."
While Chih has grown to love
his job over the past 29 years, he
also enjoys raising tropical fish ,
reading history, scuba diving, collecting Motown records and keeping nine mutt dogs. His business
allow s him to travel across Asia ,
althoug h his family, including his
wife and two children, resides primarily in Taiwan.
Chih hopes to remain involved
with the College community and
feels as though he can help future
generations of students by serving as
''a brid ge between Colby College and
the Greater China region, especially
since the U.S.-China relationship is
probably the most impoitant bi-lateral relationshi p in the world in the
coming decades," he said.

The Maineliners Figure
Skating Club
The Maineliners offer indoor
recreation to students with all levels
of experience in the Alfond hockey
arena every Sunday evening. Blair
Braverman '11 , the president and
coach of the club, believes she is
"the onl y one [in the club] who's
ever done synchronized skating
before," but she hopes that this
information will not deter interested
students. Of the club's 12 current
members, not even half joined with
prior skating experience.
Braverman , who coached a
figure skating team in high
school , has been more than a little
disappointed by an unfortunate
turn of events this school year.
"This year we haven 't competed
because the competition that
qualifies us for others was during
JanPlan , but we were invited to
perform at nationals , which is
certainly exciting." Regrettably,
the Maineliners are unable to
attend this prestigious competition because it conflicts with
exam week, but they continue to
practice diligently for their spring
performance at the College.
While the Maineliners maintain a competitive edge, they
manage to integrate plenty of fun
into their two-hour practices.
"We have theme practices where
we dress up in funny costumes.
We had an entire practice where
we dressed up in newspaper,"
Braverman said. As a synchronized team , their performances
can showcase as many as twenty
skaters. Braverman and her fellow skaters are eager to help students learn. She explains the
prerequisites for joining the club
best when she says, "All [interested students] need are skates!"

We have theme
practices where
we dress up in
funny
costumes. We
had an entire
practice where
we dressed up
in newspaper.
Blair Braverman 1
'1
President and Coach
Maineliners

the little-known club. "We went to
the Campus Life Expo and got a
bunch of new people signed up," she
said. The co-leaders cannot stress
enough the unimportance of jug-

gling experience among members
Beginners usually start simply b
juggling three balls, but the men
experienced can now manage clubs
rings and even various fruits. "Gn,
us three objects and we can probata
juggle them," Smith said.
The club does, not plan to atteni
any competitions this year, e\ei
though a few members are vetcrai
jugglers. "It would be cool to go to;
convention, but it 's more of a I'm
thing," Perlmutter said. In the firs
few months since the club was estab
lished, the two leaders have alreath
started working toward one of the:
major objectives: passing clubs &on
person to person. After conquenni
this goal, the Juggling Club's ncx
aim is longevity. Smith aspires "K
have it last at least through our fou
years [at the College]. And it wouk
be great if there are people stil
around wanting to continue it."
Both the Maineliners and th
Juggling Club welcome new mem
bers with a promise to instrik
beginners and have fun with stu
dents of all experience levels. Th:
existence of these eccentric club
suggests to students on the Hill try
there truly is a club for every hobh
If the interest that you 're dcspcrai
to pursue has gone unnoticed , Btq
by the Campus Life Office to bcgn
forming a club of your own.

The Juggling Club
The Juggling Club, one of the
newest student organizations on
campus , was re-established by
Leah
Perlmutter
'12
and
Kathenne Smith '12 this fall.
Smith, who has jugg led since
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The Maineliners consists of mostly new skaters, led by a veteran coach
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I STAFF PROFILE: KATRINA DANBY

Campus Life welcomes a fresh face
"life skills" such
as resume building and interviewing.
She
Katrina Danby may have moved hopes at some
to a small rural college to start a point in the future
new career less than four months to develop a simiago, but she had over 50 friends lar program for
from the first day on the job. As first-years here ,
Assistant Director of Campus Life, tailored at learnDanby 's job is to oversee the 55 ing about life
head residents that work on campus. skills that will be
"At least twenty HRs come in and useful during coltalk to me on a daily basis," she lege and in the
said. Some need input and some job market.
come by just to say hi. "I love seeDanby 's fonding them. They take up a big chunk ness for small
of my day which is really great learning environbecause they are my job."
ments hel ped lure
Having grown up in Winchester, her to Mayflower
New Hampshire, Danby feels at Hill. "I like the
home in the Maine environment and small ratio where
hopes to eventually move from her people are more
on-campus residence in Williams to of a face and a
a house on a lake. She enjoys living name than a numon campus, though, as it makes her ber," she said ,
COURTESY Of KMBIKA tMNBV
accessible to HRs day and night.
"It 's easier to
Danby (center), with friends, hopes tofoster a strong sense of community throughout the stuAs a student at Western New build a communiFree World bracelet campaign to curb campus negativity.
dent
body
with
the
A
Complaint
England College in Springfield , ty in a smaller
Massachusetts, Danby was a resi- environment.
dential advisor (the equivalent of
After serving as a resident advi- school students, said. "Instead of and it feels as if we have been
an HR) and loved the experience. sor during her college years . complaining, it 's good to be part of working with her for year," East
She also played
Danby was eager a solution and give suggestions on Quad HR Dan Nolan ' 10 said. "She
varsity volleyball ,
is incredibly supportive , if we
to get back into how to be better."
the field. One of
Byron Meinerth *09 is one per- come to her with an idea that
represented her
class on the stuDanby 's goals in son who has started wearing the resembles a piece of coal , after an
dent council, led
her new position is bracelets and thinks the campaign hour you leave with a diamond , and
orientation trips,
to help create a is positive. "I decided to pick the a smile."
did
community
sense of communi- bracelet up because frankly we all
"One of the things I appreciate
service and was a
ty at the College— at this school and in this world most about Katrina is her straig htfreshman seminar
within
dorms, complain too much and don 't act foward attitude. She has hi gh
assistant. With a
class years and enough on some of those com- expectations , but she makes them
laundry list of
throughout
the plaints ," he said. "I personally very clear," Alfond Community
extracurricular
student body.
don 't think complaining is neces- Manager Sally Drescher '09 said.
activities, Danby
One way Danby sarily negative but complaining She maintains a good balance
between friendliness and profesis well suited to
hopes to accom- without action is foolish."
plish
this
is
Right now the bulk of Danby 's sionalism. She 's also just a reall y
supporting stuthrough a new time is spent organizing the selec- fun person to be around. "
dents in their own
When she isn 't hanging out in
extracurricular
campaign Campus tion process for next year 's HRs:
endeavors.
Life is starting to editing the job description , help ing Campus Life, Danby often travels
After graduatadvertise called A people with applications and iden- south on the weekends to visit her
ing in 2005 with a
Complaint
Free tifying parts of the program that husband , who works as a teacher in
degree in Math
W o r l d .
could be improved. While she's sad Massachusetts. She hopes he'll be
Katrina Danby Participants wear to see this year 's staff go, she 's able to join her in Maine this sumand
Education ,
Danby worked as Assistant Director of Campus Life a purple or white excited to be involved with the mer. Danby is a social person and is
bracelet and com- training of HRs in the fall , a grateful for all the great friends she
a math teacher for
mit to going z i
process she missed because of her has already made in the Campus
tnrce years at a
Life office. "I have amazing cosmall inner-city high school in days, the number believed to break arrival in late October.
Current HRs have received workers," she said. "They are very
Springfield. "It was a small high a habit , without complaining, gosschool, very hands-on learning," siping or criticizing. When some- Danby well and say she is energetic supportive and understanding. " She
Danby, who attended a small high one complains, they switch the and approachable. Hei g hts HR likes to spend time with her dog, a
school herself, said. In addition to bracelet to the opposite wrist. "It 's Irina Cazan ' 11 says Danby was a Rotty-Lab mix named Fiona , and is
teaching, Danby was a resident important to recognize the differ- refreshing addition to Campus looking to join a volleyball club
team in the area.
advisor and helped organize first- ence between criticism and con- Life.
"Katrina has settled in alarming"I couldn 't ask for a better job ,"
year seminars in which students structive criticism," Danby, who
learned about the transition from saw a lot of positive result from ly fast. She has onl y been with Danby said. "It 's nice to find a
high school to college and about doing the campaign with her high campus life for about two months place that you fit. "
By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

COURTESY OF SMIUMILA COORAV

Humanitarian efforts have taken Cooray to Indiaand the Thai-Burma border.

Independent major
supports human rights
being aware of one's impact goes
beyond issues of race; coming to the
College, students too often do not
even consider "the ways we affect
'09*s
A glance at Shirmila Cooray
the community and the climate,"
schedule shows one busy senior she said. "What is Colby's effect on
w rapping up four years on the Hill. the environment?" Her question
A closer look provides a window leads to how she will spend her
into her time and activism at the third weekend this month.
College and beyond.
Third weekend in February: 2nd
First weekend in February: Iraqi Annual Northeast Real Food
Refugee Awareness Movement Summit. At the University of
(IRAM) conference. Cooray, a dou- Massachusetts at Amherst, Cooray
300 food
ble major in government and an will join
"over
independent major "Privilege, activists...[to] strengthen our local
and
regional
networks...and
create
Oppression and Human Rights,"
helped to plan the daylong confer- pragmatic plans for real change,"
ence. She first became involved according to the summit 's website.
with Iraqi refugees while studying Currently, Cooray said, the College
abroad in Copenhagen, Denmark in outsources campus dining services
fall of 2007. There, she worked to SODEXO. "I think eventually
with the Danish Red Cross and Colby needs to take control... start
worked "with a publication New [our own] Colby Dining Services."
Times... [helping to] report on what The summit will help her to find
the conditions were like for ways to encourage "more dialogue
refugees in Denmark." On campus with Dining Services with eating
she is an active member of IRAM.
sustainably," she said.
Fourth weekend in February:
Second weekend in February:
Posse
retreat.
"The
Posse Power Shift *09 conference and
Foundation... is a national organi- U.S. Campaign for Burma's
zation that awards scholarships to 2009
National
Organizing
students who demonstrate merit and Meeting, both in Washington,
D.C.
Power
leadership in pubShift is an annulic high schools,"
al conference on
according
to
thecmcforum.com.
C l i m a t e
Change. In her
Cooray is one of
sophomore year,
K8 Colby students
to attend the event,
Cooray
was
which "is meant to
dorm president
of
Goddarddiscuss a social
Hodgkins, the
concern that is relevant to our lives
campus ' envir o n m e n t a l ly
as students ," the
site said.
friendly dorm.
The
U.S.
Cooray, whose
Campaign
for
parents immigrated
to the United States
Burma 's conference has interestfrom Sri Lanka in
Shirmila Cooray ed Cooray since
the 1980s, grew up
Class of 2009
she spent the
in Hawaii , where
summer of 2006
there
was "no
in a refugee vilracial majority."
On the Hill , Cooray is involved with lage on the Thai-Burma border,
Campus Conversations on Race teaching in the school there and
(CCOR). She participated in the working with children. Now she
spring of her junior year and spent uses the conference as an opportuthe fall training to be a facilitator. nity to "reflect on one of the most
Mow she is preparing to lead discus- oppressive [regimes] in the world,"
sions herself. CCOR "was probably she said, and to advocate for the
one of the most critical issues I was refugees of the Burmese genocide.
Her activism has certainly con"•'"gaged with in the community,"
she said.
tributed to a thorough experience
Issues of race are inescapable, with her major. Cooray has taken
both on campus and off. "I think advantage of what the campus has to
Colby students should realize what offer as an education research assisan asset CCOR is going to be on tant to Associate Professor of
campus and the community on a Education Adam Howard last
larger scale," she said.
semester and by spending last sumDuring her sophomore year she mer doing research on the
was on the Pugh Community International Criminal Court with
Board , "an organization whose regard to Darfur, with William R.
primary purpose is to provide Cotter Distinguished Teaching
direction on the ways the Pugb Prof essor of Government Kenneth
Center advances the College 's Rodman.
Besides designing her own
goals regarding multiculturalism ,"
according to the center 's website. major, Cooray studied her parents '
She is currently the head of the native language Sinhala indepenInternational Coffee Hour.
dently and is looking to study
"We look at issues of privilege Hindi after spending this January
and oppression... and too often the working with the Human Rights
focus is to remove yourself from the Law Network in New Delhi , India.
[picture]— 'I am not a racist'—but Her time there was "a nice synthewe need to examine how we oppress sis" of her majors and her passions,
every day." Cooray believes that she said.
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

We look at
issues of
privilege and
oppression...
and too often
the focus is to
remove yourself
from the [picture].

At least twenty
HRs come in
and talk to me
on a daily
basis...I love
seeing them.
They take up a
big chunk of my
day which is
really great
because they
are my job.

HISTORY LESSON

Gifted rock icon of gravity research
By ALEXANDERRICHARDS
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Most students have never heard
of the anti-gravity stone, and those
who have tend to know it simply as
a stone slab they aim at during
rounds of campus golf . Yet this
granite monument, which now
stands hidden among the pine trees
just to the left of the Colby Green,
serves as an important homage to an
institution established by one of the
College's most eccentric benefactors, Roger Babson.
Babson , who founded Babson
College , Webber College and
Utopia College , established the
Anti-Gravity Research Foundation
in 1948 in order to promote research
on "gravitational shielding." His
interest in combating gravity
stemmed from the childhood drowning of his older sister.
Babson described this traumatic
experience in an essay entitled
Gravity—Our Enemy Number One:
"[My sister] was unable to fight
gravity, which came up and seized
her like a dragon and brought her to
the bottom." Babson 's misfortunes
with gravity did not end there ,
however. His son later died in a
plane crash , and , in 1948, his
grandson drowned while saving the
life of his friend at Lake Sunapee,
New Hampshire.
With his vendetta against gravity
firmly established , Babson made a
donation of five hundred shares of
the
American
Agricultural
Chemical Company to the College
in 1960. The shares were valued at
$12,500. Babson included two stipulations with his donation: first ,
that the shares not be sold for 35
years, and second, that the College

erect a monument promoting the
research of antigravity.
The
stone's
inscription
reads,
"This monument has
been erected by the
Gravity Research
Foundation, Roger
W.
Babson
founder—It is to
remind students of
the blessings forthcoming when a
semi-insulator is discovered in order to
harness gravity as a
free power and
reduce airplane accidents—1960."
The monument was first placed

in front of the Keyes building.
Similar stones
can be found at a
number of other
colleges, including
the
University
of
Tampa, Tuskegee
University.
Hobart
and
William Smith
Colleges
and
Tufts University.
The College 's
stone remained
in
front
of
Keyes throug h
the 1990s. But
many stuaems,
either intoxicated or amused by the irony of

Babson...
established the
Anti-gravity
Research
Foundation in
1948 in order to
promote
research on
"gravitational
shielding."

Tf ie campusfamed
'

knocking over an anti-gravity
stone , continuously pushed the
monument over, prompting the
College to move the stone to its
current position in the trees in
front of the Schair-SwensonWatson Alumni Center.
In 1995, the stock Babson donated was sold for $2.7 million , the
proceeds from which were put
toward improving the College 's science equipment and facilities.
One such improvement was the
Babson Skyway, which connects
the science buildings in an
enclosed ,
elevated
bridge.
Fitting ly, the bridge allows students to walk a few meters above
the ground , quite in opposition to
the forces of gravity.

CMRI3 HOOCR/THE COLBY ECHO

"anti-gravity" rock was moved to the Alumni Center lawn in the late 90s after repeated tampering.

LOCAL NEWS
SUMMER INTERNSHIP

Local Events
Happening in town
BATTLE OF THE BANDS

Intern helps constituents, buoys

Junior spends
summer working
f or Michaud

Waterville Opera House

By ALLISON EHRENREICH
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Entry Deadline: February 23
Free Admission
On Saturday, February 28, the Waterville Opera
House will host the second annual Battle of the
Bands—fusing the best of Colby with the best
of Waterville. Bands will be judged on the musicality of their performance , as well as their
stage presence. On the line is a gig at next
year's Hill 'n the 'Ville Festival, among other
prizes. This is a tremendous opportunity for any
musical talent looking to expand their horizons,
and should not be missed by either player or
spectator. Space is limited, so interested bands
should contact Jake Fischer at (908) 304-2376
or e-mail jfischer48 @gmail.com no later than
Monday, February 23.

Downtown Waterville Farmers' Market
Trie Concourse
Main Street, Waterville
February 19, March 19, April 16
2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Don't be fooled by the snow... you can still
head into downtown Waterville for the WINTER
Farmers' Market. Local farmers come together
to offer a variety of locally grown produce and
homemade goods. Ranging from fruits and vegetables to cheese and herbs, the farmers' market has everything you need for a good meal
away from Foss, Dana or Bob's.
^————'- ^—————-If—^-

THE

their careers in fishing and boating,
as well as for recreational purposes
sucn as surnng
Throug h advocating for its continued funding and
through taking calls
from constituents .
Burgess was able to

Amanda Burgess *10, a government and religious studies major
and president of the Colb y
Democrats , spent this JanPlan
interning for Congressman Mike
Michaud (D-ME), where among
other things , she learned a bit
about buoys.
As an intern. Burgess fitted different roles around the Congressman's
Waterville office. One of her main
jobs last month was to advocate on
behalf of
Maine 's Second
Congressional District constituents for
the continued funding of the Gulf of
Maine Ocean Observation System
program, or GoMOOS.
"It's funny because when 1 first got
this project I was like, 'Who cares?' but
now I' m strangely passionate about
buoys," Burgess said, noting the farreaching benefit that GoMOOS has to
Maine residents and scientists around
the world.
The system of buoys has been in
place for ten years, and the impending end to its government funding is
"tragically coinciding" with some of
the buoys ' lives , said Burgess. There
are "buoys shutting down one by
one—it 's causing an uproar."
The buoys provide invaluable
information to the scientific community—the data ranges from information on wind to surface
temperature to salinity. According to
Burgess, it is actually "the most
comprehensive data set in the world
when you 're trying to look at climate change."
Maine residents use the data for

^M
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ROBERT DAY SCHOOL

CLAREMONT McKENNA COLLEGE

An innovative one-year degree program for students with strong
leadership potential beginning Fall 2009. Highlights include:
¦Generous funding for merit-based scholarships
¦Dedicated career services specialist and extensive alumni network
¦Excellent faculty with experience both in academics and industry
¦Intensive Finance curriculum completed in one year
¦Co-curricular program designed to enhance leadership and
communication skills , as well as provide access to speakers ,
conferences , alumni and employers.
For more information , or to apply, please visit
www.claremontmckenna.edu/rdsgraduate,
or contact us at rdsadmission@claremontmckenna.edu.

91711

Since I was
little, campaigns
have always
excited me. I
wanted to see
the other side...
I wanted to
explore the
more mundane
[constituent service]...

TEL: 909.607.3347

Burgess also
"staffed the
Congressman", meaning she was "pretty much his keeper."
"[My time downtown] gave me
confidence that...I am competent ," Burgess said.
During the election season .
Burgess volunteered "a lot for the
[Obama] campaign downtown "
Across the street she saw
Michaud' s office, and realized
what a great opportunity working
there would be.
"Since I was little , campaigns
have always excited me. I wanted to
see the other side...! wanted to
explore the more mundane [constituent service]," she said. Now
Burgess has a better idea of what she
would like to do.
"I gained a lot of skills and loved the
time I spent there," but for Burgess,
"elections are really where it 's at."
For Amanda Burgess, that is the
beauty of an internship: you can figure out what you want to do with
your life.

A GoMOOS buoy is deployed f r o m the R/V Cape Hatteras in July 2001 as part of a IJMaine programs.

Bostonian innovateswith
pub fare and sports decor

I LOCAL SPOT: POINTE AFTA

Winslow 's Pointe Af t a a culinary
charm just across the Kennebec
By DOUG PROCTOR
NEWS STAFF
Pointe Afta, located less than two
miles from the center of the College's
campus, is a gem that no student
should go four years without.
After moving to Maine with his
family over twenty years ago, Stan
La Pointe , a Boston native , decided to roll the dice and open a
sports bar. The moment you enter
Pointe Afta , a the cabin-style
building set aways back from the
road , you are hooked.

A new app roach ,
a new p rogram.

500 E NINTH STREET , C L A R E M O N T , CA

Navy in order to build a model to
show his grandchildren.
tsurgess
was
able to help him ,
and in the process
undertook a tumultuous
journey
through the bureaucracy of die Navy.
"I could see how
of GoMOOS to
constituent service
many Maine resicould be really fuldents. She also
filling and rewardlearned "how 1 can
ing—he
was
utilize my congresssweet," she said.
man...individual
Burgess ' other
people can reall y
work
involved
make their voices
reading the newsheard."
paper for success
While she spoke
stories and writing
with "a lot of angry
congratulatory letpeople ," Burgess
Amanda Burgess '10 ters to constituents
shared the story of
from Congressman
one World War II
Michaud.
veteran that she
She spent time in
spoke to. He was looking for the plans Augusta helping Iraq veterans find
to the ship he had served on in the work—"an issue of human dignity."

The menu at
Pointe Afta, like
the sports
decor, is a
creative work
of art. La
Pointe
designed the
menu, with
help from
friends...
The restaurant is diverse in its
appeal: Red Sox , Celtics and Patriots
fans can all easily call this place
home. The walls are decked with
everything sports. The unpretentious
environment makes Pointe Afta welcoming to both new and not. young
and old.
A game room in the back with
arcade games, accompanied by what
this reporter estimates is no more
than a five-foot distance between
each TV on the wall , means that no

new place, don 't miss Pointe Afta.
Additionall y, Pointe Afta is considering starting a food delivery service to the College. If you have a
sizeable order, consider calling the
friendly staff at Pointe Afta and ask
for Stan. Perhaps this semester will
be remembered by students as the
time when they discovered what
they were missing out on and took
advantage of everything Pointe Afta
has to offer.
To get to Pointe Afta, head down
Main Street in Waterville. taking a
left on Bridge Street at the end over
the Bridge into Wtnslow. Once over
the bridge, turn right at the light
onto
Bay
Street/ME- WO/MEI37/US-200. After 0.7miles, turn left
on China Road/ME-137 Pointe Afta
is #252 on the left.
Pointe Afta s' menu is available
online through the Student Government
Administration s website under the
Waterville take-out menu tab.

matter where you are or what you 're
doing at Pointe Afta, you will not be
missing anything.
The menu at Pointe Afta , like the
sports decor, is a creative work of
art. La Pointe designed the menu
with help from friends, and is not
shy about sharing where his inspiration came from. Borrowing from
only the best, and adding his own
innovation , most of Pointe Afta's
menu is comprised of traditional barstyle food.
But don 't be footed by connotations. Pointe Afta has championed
American cuisine, providing its customers with the best you 'll find in
taste without compromising on quality or health.
The prices are reasonable , with
most entrees ranging from $7-512.
Hearty portions
mean you won i
leave hungry.
W.H.O.P.
is
great , but if you
find yourself looking to change it
up, then it might
be time to broaden
your horizons and
get a taste for what
pizza is supposed
to be like. Baked
sandwiches like
the Dan Pastrami
or the Fenway
Hero will keep
you coming back.
La Pointe himself
embodies
the
friendly, outgoing,
and unimposing
spirit of the place.
If you 're looking for a place to
kick it and watch
some sports, or are
CCM.BVEDU/SG*
just interested in A local favorite. Winslow s' Pointe Afta is still
getting out to see a unknown to many students on the Hill.

COLUMN

Equal Rights on line,
student calls for action
EqualityMaine 's
V-Day Action
postcard drive
kicks off 2009
eff orts

JOHN
WAGNER

"Excuse me sir; do you support
same-sex marriage?"
"You should all be in jail. "
It rums out that sometimes even
the most negative answers can be
insp iring, as they provide a jarring,
almost humorous moment that
serves as a reminder of why you 're
standing outside of a Hannaford's in
the middle of February. And unlike
the quoted example, this past
Saturday the majority of responses
were quite positive when about
twenty students at the College
learned up with EqualityMaine to
identify pro-marriage equality voters in Waterville.
With the world's eyes on
Washington as President Obama signs
Congress 's new stimulus bill and
Treasury Secretary Geithner seeks
support for his bank rescue plan, the
politics of our local statehousc can be
easy to uvcrlook. But as we go about
our daily business, a much less publicized bill is being considered fifteen
miles south in Augusta. Introduced by
sen. Dennis uamon
(D-Hancock), the
legislation would
extend for the first
lime same-sex couples the right to
marry in Maine.
EqualityMaine ,
which has been
fighting towards
full equality for all
of Maine's citizens
since 1984, is currently working to
ensure that Sen.
Damon 's bill is
passed. In a state
with such a small
population .
EqualityMaine is
conscious of the
sway potential voters hold with
iheir elected officials. As a result,
the best way to force lawmakers'
hand is through constituent pressure. On Saturday, 171 marriage
equality voters were identified in
Waterville, each filling out a postcard addressed to his or her State
Representative and State Senator,
reminding them to vote for samesex marriage rights.
However, while the legislative
math looks promising—the votes are
there to pass the bill—the battle is far
from won. When the bill passes,
opponents will likely mount a citizen 's veto, which will culminate in a
statewide referendum as soon as this
November. With the seeming
inevitability of such a veto,

EqualityMaine 's signature collecting
serves a double purpose; every
voter 's name collected now will go
onto a list of guaranteed voter for
marriage equality when the time
comes to vote on the referendum.
Peter Perry-Friedman '09 has
been coordinating Colby 's efforts
with EqualityMaine since this fall ,
when he led a large contingent of students out to polling stations on
November 4 to collect signatures.
Perry-Friedman described Election
Day as an amazing success, as the
state's goal of 10,000 signatures was
reached before noon and the day
ended with 33,000 collected. While
the Valentine's Day drive may have
netted only 171 positive identifications , it officially kicked off the
renewed efforts for 2009.
The day did have its hitches; we
were kicked out of almost every
parking lot we occupied, and eventually found ourselves walking up and
down a nearly deserted Maine Street
wishing only to slip into Jorgcnson 's
for a few minutes.
Despite the cold and other obstacles we naa some
real
successesone
couple
promised to email
everyone
they
knew about the
issue, an old man
beamed
as he
signed his postcards and told
everyone he passed
on the way into the
store that they bet. ter come help us out
and a daughter and
mother began a discussion about gay
rights after the
daughter shocked
her mother with a
signature.
"Asking strangers if they support
gay marriage is always a thrill, and now
there's a real chance the thing will
pass," Perry-Friedman said.
To all those whp feel that this
country's politics are out of our
hands in the midst of economic
upheavals, and for everyone who
misses the excitement of last fall's
election , this is an issue on which
anyone can have an impact. And to
everyone who watched in disappointment as California voted down
marriage equality on November 4,
here is the chance to act.
Same-sex marriage is on the
verge of becoming a reality in
Maine , but only if we citizens
remind lawmakers and each other
that this is truly a priority.

Same-sex
marriage is on
the verge of
becoming a reality.... but only if
we citizens
remind lawmakers and each
other that this is
truly a priority.
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LEARN TO FLY

5 mins from Colby
WATERVILLE AIRPORT

INTRO FLIGHT $50
PILOT SCHOOL $199

Every Friday, starts March 6, 2009
10 weak course, prepares you for
FAA Private Pilot written exam

fliRy^fc c 1 207- 859- 0109
Tn. «y ,9youre

airlinkconnection.com
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A bilingual, self-guided South End tour
By JESSICA LUEDERSDUMONT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Waterville's Museum in the Streets
(MITS) is a series of i 1 lacquered,
light yellow plaques , placed mainly in
Waterville's South End. These plaques
depict snapshots of the Waterville of
days past , when the Hathaway building held the Lockwood Cotton Mill
and 1,300, workers, and when someone was more likely to conduct his or
her shopping in French instead of
English. Back then , the South End
was its own self-sufficient borough,
housing shops, restaurants, and a bakery with its own brand of bread:
Bamby Bread.
Today, the museum's main panel
sits in Castonguay Square, the small
park after the REM center on Main
Street. On this
panel you will find
photographs,
a
map of the other
ten panels, and a
brief history of
Waterville in both
French
and
English. To find
the next panel ,
walk down Main
Street to the comer
of Water
and
Bridge
Streets.
Once you cross
Bridge
Street,
Waterville's historFrancoically
American district , you are in the
South End. Stop at a shop downtown
to pick up a map before you head

down (almost any shop
will have MITS maps).
According to Patrick
Cardon , who pioneered
the MITS concept , "The
idea is to take the museum out of the museum,
out of a building, and
make people aware that
where they live is a
museum of its own."
Cardon , who lives in
Cushing, ME , and is the
former secretary general
of the International
Council of Museums
(ICOM),
established
five similar walking
tours in France.
Besides Waterville ,
there are four Maine
cities that have Museums
in the Streets: Thomaston Museum in the Streets hig hlights the South End ,
was the
first in
2003, followed by MITS into their curriculum , with
Waterville in 2004, students 'having to research their
then
Belfast , own family stories and then the stoBiddeford
and ries described on the panels. The
Augusta.
museum also serves as a tourist
The creators of attraction , guiding visitors back to
the Museum in the a pre-urban development era. The
Streets envisioned creators aimed to foster and prothis project as an mote a sense of pride and heritage
outdoor classroom throug h Waterville 's Museum in
for local students, the Streets.
a celebration of
When designing the project , the
Waterville 's histo- Franco-American Heritage Society
ry as a booming of Kennebec Valley decided to
mill town rich emphasize the people as opposed to
with
Franco- the buildings and structures by
American heritage , Lebanese cul- which the panels are placed.The
ture and an industrious past. Some society worked with Cardon for two
local schools have incorporated
years to design and raise money for

The creators of
the Museum in
the Streets
envisioned...
a celebration of
Waterville's
history as a
booming mill
town...

FILE PHOTO

once a self-suff icient borough.

this project , using input from
Franco-American ,
Waterville 's
Lebanese, and Jewish communities
to design the museum.
Peering at the rows of dark windows at the Mill or walking along
Water Street with the calm
Messalonskee River on your left , it is
difficult to envision streets crowded
with shoppers. One hundred years
before Colby College relocated to
Mayflower Hill , the South End was a
livel y, French-speaking center of
commerce. To get a taste of this pre1960s Urban Development (also
referred to as "Urban Renewal")
vision of the South End, explore the
Museum in the Streets in the upcoming Burst the Bubble Week.

ALTERNATIVE LOCAL ENERGY

Freedom, ME harnesses green power

New wind f arm
visible f rom
Runnals Hill
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Freedom, Maine is charming not
only in name. Driving along routes
220 or 137, views in any direction
include rolling snow-covered hills,
patches of green forest and the occasional bam. And since last
November, this bucolic scene has
been accompanied by three white
wind turbines reaching nearly 400
feet in the air—250-foot tall towers
with blades 140 feet across.
The Beaver Ridge Wind project is
a small-scale wind power project,
costing $10 million , that was developed and built by the Portland-based
Competitive Energy Services.
Beaver Ridge has a nameplate
capacity (the number referring to the
normal maximum output of a generator) of 4.5 megawatts (MW), making it smaller than the rest of
Maine 's wind projects.
However, the project still generated controversy, especially among its
neighbors. Freedom is a small town
in Waldo County,
located
between
Waterville
and
Belfast. The project
was first proposed
in December, 2006.
According
to
Boston.com, voters
supported the project in a non-binding vote of 56-25,
with 200 residents
signing a petition in
support
of the
windmills.
On the other
residents
side ,
whose properties
directly abut the
land where the project is located opposed the project.
According to Boston.com , they
argued that the project posed safety
issues, would lower property values
and could create noise pollution.
According to National Wind Watch,
noise issues top the list of concerns
about windmills. Anecdotal evidence
finds that some people living near
existing wind farms do not notice the
sound or find it agreeable, while others "tell horror stories of an incessant, pulsing, low-frequency rumble
that can never be entirely tuned out."
Nonetheless,
the
Freedom
Planning Board approved the project
in late 2006, according to the Natural

SUMNNE ME HUEISO*,/THE COLBY ECHO

Freedom s three turbines mark the Beaver Ridge skyline along the east side of the Kennebec River Valley.

Resources Council of Maine
(NRCM). The project permit was
once overturned by the A ppeals
Board in 2007 , an ordinance that was
repealed by a town vote later that
year. Most of the construction
occurred during the
summer of 2008.
The project began
commercial operations on November
1, 2008.
According
to
Andy
Price of
Beaver Ridge Wind ,
the 4.5 MW of electricity generated by
the
project
is
enoug h to power
2,000 homes. The
electricity
from
Beaver Rid ge will
stay in local towns.
Price said that
Competitive hnergy
Services, an energy
brokerage agency, tries to find inexpensive energy sources for clients.
Many, however, are "willing to pay a
premium for 'green' power."
The NRCM estimates that this
project in particular avoids the
emissions of 12.5 tons of SO2 a
year, 4,425 tons of CO2 and 6.5 tons
ofNO x .
The project is now owned and
operated by the wind development
group. Patriot Rcnewables, which
acquired a majority stake in the project in late 2007.
Rob Gramlich '91 of the American
Wind Energy Association spoke at
the College about Climate and

Anecdotal
evidence finds
that some
people living
near the
existing wind
farms do not
notice the
sound or find it
agreeable...

Renewable Energy Options and
Policies Under the New President and
Congress on February 6. He said that
the U.S. is currently experiencing a
"wind boom," featuring fivefold
growth in the industry since 2005,
due to environmental concerns, tax
credits and high natural gas prices.
While most American wind power
capacity is located in western states
like
California,
Texas
and
Washington , New England wind
farms are found mainl y along ridge
lines, as in the casae of Beaver Ridge.

The Obama administration aims to
have 25 percent of the nation 's energy come from renewable sources by
2025. Gramlich noted that 20 percent
of energy could come from wind by
2050 (it is now around one percent).
He said that there is more energy
capacity in wind than total electricity
consumption in the U.S.
With these lofty goals in mind,
Beaver Ridge, along with several
other projects both completed and
proposed across the state, looks to be
a part of this more sustainable future.

MlMNNE MtRHElSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Locals worried that the towers would cause excessive noise issues.

WEDNESDAY

Women's Ice Hockey vs. Trinity
Alfond Rink

MONDAY

7:00 p.m.

Debate
Roberts — Robins Room
6:30 p.m.

Folk Night
Mary Low Coffee House
7:00 p.m.

[

AM276 / Black History Month Film

Nimble Arts: The Love Show
Runnals — Strider Theater

Diamond 243
7:00 p.m.
"Driving Miss Daisy"

7:30 p.m.
Former members of Cirque du Soleil present an
aerial, acrobatic , and juggling performance full of
comedy and heartfelt romanticism.

TUESDAY
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Big Open Art Show
Mary Low Coffee House
8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY

^

Noontime Art Talk

I

Art Museum 106 / Lobby
12:30 p.m.

SATURDAY

Junior High Tutoring Program Meeting

Women's Ice Hockey vs. Trinity

Diamond 241
5:00 p.m.

Alfond Rink

Why Mediation Is a Better Way to
Resolve Disputes

Men's Basketball vs. Bowdoin
in NESCAC Quarterfinal

1

Visiting Writer: Alison Bechdel
Diamond 142
7:00 p.m.

Conducting a Job Search in Difficult Times

3:00 p.m.

Lovejoy 205

"The Magic of Mediation: How and Why"
Diamond 122

Wadsworth Gymnasium
3:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
Jaques Woods discusses how the The Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service provides
mediation and conflict resolution services to
indus'iry, government agencies and communities.

Music at Colby Concert Series
The Stricter Concert: Handel's Inheritance

«

Pugh Center Film Showing:
Slanty Eye Mama
Cotter Union — Pugh Center
7:00 p.m.
The film "Slanty Eyed Mama" has been on the
forefront of Asian American counterculture since
early 2001. Experimenting with hip-hop, spoken
word, electro and pop, they have developed a funky
urban Asian vibe.

FRIDAY

Blood Drive

Cotter Union — Page Commons
8:00 a.m.

W

7:30 p.m.
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THAW DOWN WITH WINTER
CARNIVAL EVENTS!
FRIDAY

Lorimer Chapel
7:30 p.m.

-

An evening celebrating the enduring works of
Handel that have fascinated listeners for
centuries.

Ice Sculpture Building
Various Locations
10:00 a.m.

A Capella on the Steps
Pulver Pavillion
11:55 a.m.

Pugh Center Film Showing:
Rebirth of a Nalon
Cotter Union — Pugh Center
8:00 p.m.
This film created by DJ Spooky " rewrites " one of
the most influential and racially unjust films in U.S.
history: D.W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation." DJ
Spooky has created a soundtrack to accompany an
edited version of the film which recreates a key
American story in an ant-racist way.

Tray Sledding
Chapel Hill
2:00 p.m.
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Averill Lawn
2:00 p.m.

International Coffee Hour
Mary Low Coffee House
4:30 p.m.

in »

Hot Chocolate Bar

Rock Band Tournament

Join international students over a cup of joe for
music and baked treats .

Rock Climbing with Mountaineering Club
Field Housee •
4:00 p.m.
_

Cotter Union — LoPo
9:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CHILLS OUT BEFORE WINTER CARNIVAL

Winter Ball

' Cotter Union — Page Commons
10:00 p.m.
¦
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-

'

-

-
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SATURDAY

'

IPlay Broomball Tournament
Johnson Pond
1:00 p.m.

•^mmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrm
Chill Contest Tasting
Dana Dining Hall
3:00 p.m.
Taste the best chili from five diferent teams
compettlng in the Student Chili-Master Contest.

A Capella Field Day
Cotter Union — Page Commons
8:00 p.m.
Enjoy music from Colby's many outstanding
a capella groups while watching them compete in
epic contests: pie eating, three-legged race,
water balloon fights and morel

"Snowed In" Party
Cotter Union — LoPo
9:00 p.m.

As students on the Hill get excited for the upcoming Winter Carnival, campus is a winter wonderland.
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This week online
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STUDENTS IN THE STREET

Who would you thank in your Oscar Speech?

¦
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THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

How should the Echo
abbreviateRoberts:
Bobs or Bob 's?
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— Lucas Miller '11
and Stephen Sentoff II
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LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

"Pamela Anderson There are Bit i reasons to thank her."
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"My parole officer."

Do you think Spring Break Trips
should be subs idized?

H^
— Laura Eaton '12
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—Anika Lindeman '12
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"I'm thanking Chris Hoder because he grades my
problem set in Calc."
U:/,v Reilt) I !

Yes (27%)
No (73%)
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"Buddha, but he probably wouldn 't care. '
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AIRBORNE SNOW STORM!

JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Sam Adams Lager
12 Pack

Only $8.49 + tax and deposit

Blue Moon White Ale
22 oz. Bottle
Only $1.49 + tax and deposit

Now selling tickets for the
Central Maine Brew Festival at
the Augusta Civic Center
on April 8th!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm, Thurs until 10 pm,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers in
Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St.. Waterville . ME

Want to advertise in The Echo?

echoads@colby.edu
Want to submit a photo, artwork or
cartoon f or Forum?

dnwasser@colby.edu
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David Furman '09 catches air while snowboarding near Chapel Hill.

tvww.weatrjer.com
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

"O" is for the Oscar Nominations, but also for
Objectionable Accolades: Oscar Picks 2009

Langelia show * talent in speec h and subtle movements

B> .IESICA CHANG
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

Oh. the Academy! It 's the cererruin; wanton!) anticipated by both
class t popcorn lovers and lo Mr.
High-rolling Celebri ty, where the
cinematic minds behind the curtain
, can finall y be recognized and celebrated on television, amis around
their respective movie stars, as they
Hash their newly-bleached smiles
toward the line of red carpet cameras and meander It 's also the collaboration of Hollywood that made
possible 13 nominations in the
name of Bemamtn Button , surpassing Ben-Hur, Rocky, and even The
Part II (that , or the economic crisis impoverished the creilive banks of the film industry
more than I imagined).
Was. I realize my insinuations
.ire little more than small ramble ,
and that I can no more change the
course of this Oscar process than

our
former
president can
overwrite his
presidential
narrative in
future history
textbooks.
So. in the
cheerful spirit of "If you
can 't
beat
'em .
join
'em '" I now
present the
Oscar picks
kindl y provided by our
academic
folk at Colby:

Associate Professor and Theater
Department Chair I Mine Conner
on "Best Actor in Leading Role ":
"Frank Langelia for Frost/Nixon.
Langella 's performance demonstrates that good acting is rooted in
intelligence. His every acting
choice, from small facial expressions to the rhythms of his speech,
is carefull y thought through and
deeply moving. "
And on "Best Actress in
Leading Role ":
"Meryl Streep for Doubt. Once
again , it 's all about intelligent acting. In one of the finest screen
moments I' ve ever seen . Streep
reveals a hidden character truth just
by what she doesn 't say and by the
way she moves her eyes while she 's
not saying it."
Associate Professor of Music
Steven Nuss on "Best Original
Score " and "Best Ori ginal Song":
"For both categories the winner
for me has got to be Slumdog

Millionaire. Of course I' m a bit
biased given my love for India and
what it has given our JanPlan students, but the really rich blend of
Indian , European and American
classical and pop sounds in the
score just seems so emblematic of
how the world is beginning to hear
and think about music. Of the two
nominated songs from the movie I
would choose 'O Saya,' but my reasons for that are a secret... "

thriller and is beautifull y edited
using historical footage and historical reenactments. Also in this category, and not to be overlooked , is the
winner of the 2008 Grand Jury Prize
for Documentary at Sundance ,
Trouble the Water. It depicts the tragic aftermath of Hurricane Katrina in
part through the powerful lens of rap
artist Kimberl y Rivers Roberts , who ,
along with her husband, recorded her
experience of being trapped by
floodwaters in the lower 9th Ward of
New
Orleans.
Both films are
evidence of the
increasing power
of
independent
documentary cinema, in the U.S. as
well as globally. "

Assistant
Professor
of
English
Sarah
Keller on "Best
Art Direction ":
"Revolutionary
Road , overlooked
in other cateIONOCASTCOM
gories , deserves
Meryl Streep shines in her role in the movie Doubt.
to take home an
Oscar for 'Best
Art Direction. '
Professor of English Phyllis
Everything in the film breathes the
Mannocchi on "Best Documen- same air. It evinces a wonderfully
tary Feature ":
strange both stylized and organic
"In the category of feature-length feeling: perfect for a film about the
documentary, Man On Wire is so elusive gap between how people
beloved by both audiences and film present themselves and how they
critics that it is the clear favorite to actually are."
take home the Oscar. [With] the story
of Philli ppe Petit 's high-wire crossBut seeing as I do have some ediing between the twin towers of the torial control over the course of this
World Trade Center in 1974 , the doc- article , let 's just pretend that comumentary has all of the suspense of a plete and utter anarchy takes over

AROUND CAMPUS

Tasty treats bring students together

International
Coff ee Hour is a
weekly event
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

Every Friday, hosts Ena Lupine
'09, Shininln Cooray '09 and Tanni
Manchanda "09 bake delicious pastries tor the International Coffee
Hour (4 30-6:00 p.m.) in the Mary
Lo« i offeehouse. Funded by the

Office of the Dean of International
Students, the coffee hour brings
both domestic and international
students together to socialize and to
enjoy free baked goods
The concept of an international
coffee hour was started by
Associate
Dean
Susan
M.
McDougal. whose area of expertise
is international affairs. McDougal
believed that a weekl y social gathering would serve as a welcoming
event for new arrivals on campus.
In order to spice things up. the
coffee hours usuall y adopt a theme.

ranging from cultural delicacies to
seasonal specialties. Last October ,
the coffee hour was set around
Diwali theme in recognition of the
major Hindu holiday, and students
were offered a selection of sweet
chai and other sweets.
For Thanksgiving,
Lupine ,
Cooray and Manchanda baked pies
to celebrate the start of the
December holidays. However, each
week's selection of pastries is not
always based on the season. A more
recent theme was simply "love" in
recognition of Valentine's Day and
friendship.
For
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During last vt eh \ International Coffee Hour. Director of Safety and Human
¦
•' . ¦ \U.Dougal and his hand played while students enjoyed f r e e coffee.

hour, chocolate
cake and a load of
candy
were
served.
Every week ,
the "coffee hour
girls " bake to
serve
approximately fifty people , but they hope
to see that number
grow throug hout
the rest of the
semester. Cooray
says, "The toffee
hour is open to
everyone , not just
international students , and it is
free. " In regard to
the
baking,
Cooray explains
"We try to support the community by cooking
with local organic
ingredients "
Cooray worries
that fewer people
come to the coffee hour because
of (he perception
that it is only for
students
from
other countries.
She hopes to
change
the
Friday
gather-

the
Academy
Awards.
Hug h
Jackman , realizing
that he is. in fact ,
the
mutant
Wolverine , takes
off to Xavier 's
mansion for the
next assignment.
Will Ferrell andthc
rest of the comedic
gang decide to
avenge their perpetual
Oscarlyunknighted selves
by handing over
their award-giving
powers to the Echo
staff. And if the
stars align just
right this Oscar
year, the devolution might
looksomething like this:

Revolutionary Road examines the difference
Editor in Chief between presentation and reality in human nature.
S u z a n n e
Mer kelson '09 on "Best Actor In Leading Role" and "Best Actress
Leading Role ":
in Leading Role":
"I saw the Curious Case of
"I' m glad that both Brad Pitt and
Benjamin Button with my mom. We Angelina Jolie got nominated...not
both thought Brad was a total hottie (in that they 're gonna win , but they
the middle part of the movie). Then he always look gorgeous on the red
got old, or young or whatever."
carpet."
A&E Editor Amanda Metlo '09
Senior Photo Editor Rob Klevit
on "Best Something":
'09 on "Best Cinematography":
"1 think Rc\olutionary Road will
"I' m gonna go with Dark Knight
win an award. I haven 't seen the for cinematography. It was good."
movie, but the book was phenomeEditor In Chief Chelsea Eakin
nal , so it 's bound to win something." '09 on "Best Picture":
Sports Editor Nick Cunkelman
"1 hope Frost/Nixon wins 'Best
'11 on Best Animated Feature Film Picture ' because it 's a movie about
"Wall-E should clean up. Pun journalism and uncovering the
intended. "
truth. Here at the Echo we believe
Assistant Opinions Editor My strongly in printing the truth and
Tien Hyunh '11 on "Best Actor in nothing but the truth. "

SWING DANCING

ing 's name to simply "Coffee
Hour," instead of "International
Coffee Hour," which often causes
the confusion.
While the food preparation can
sometimes be difficult . Lupine ,
Cooray and Manchanda find their
work rewarding. "I've wanted this
job since I was a freshman ,"
Cooray, who is in charge of organizing the coffee hour this year,
says. For the "coffee hour girls ,".
the time is not only a chance to
enjoy great food, but also an opportunity for students to meet their

In order to
spice things
up, the coffee
hours usually
adopt a theme,
ranging fro m
cultural delicacies to seasonal specialties.
peers and perhaps , to even make a
new friend.
"They
have
delicious
food...their baking ability is
frankly shocking, and when I say
shocking, I mean it in the glorious
sense ," Molly Bennett 1 11 , a coffee
hour enthusiast , says.
Within the next few weeks , the
coffee hour will also be hosting an
open mic night. Anyone who would
like to sing, read a poem , or tell a
joke should contact Ena Lupine at
emlupinefajcolb y.edu.
Lupine , Cooray and Manchanda
encourage students , faculty, and
staff to stop by the Mary Low
Coffeehouse every Friday between
4:30 and 6:00 PM. Arrive early if
you want to get the best selection.
It won 't cost a dime.
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The Student Programming Board hosted a night of swing dancing last
weekend. This weekend the group is looking forward to the Winter
Carnival, which will include a semi formal dance among other events.

s
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Next week Colby's Visiting Writers Series is bringing Alison Bechdel to campus to share a slide show
and reading of her graphic novel Fun Home.
The reading will be held on Tuesday,February 24
at 7 p.m. in Diamond 142. Following the reading
there will be a reception in the Diamond Atrium.

s
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: KELSEY O'BRIEN '09
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u Life after Graduationisn 't pretty:Welcome to Heartbreak
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Kelsey O'Brien '09 is the "Jane of all trades, " having worked with
BMR , Colby Dancers and the Department of Theater at Colby.

Senior leaves strong
impressions in the arts
By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

You can walk around campus any
given day and see students juggling
papers, books, a gym bag and a cell
phone conversation. Between the
many students involved in sports, the
irts, jobs and classes, the stressed(Hit-oh-my-god-1-can 't-wait-forLoudness look ts not uncommon.
However, for one student, the constant juggling of assignments and
hobbies has never wiped the smile
off her face. Kelsey O'Brien *09
brings to campus one of those smiles
that makes your day better just by
seeing it.

"As a cast member, roommate and
tnend , Kelsey is always there when I
need her with words of encouragement and comfort, a bjg beautiful
smile and usually some sort of
.idorable craft
she 's made just
lor
fun ,"
Maggie Hayes
09
said.
fortunatel y, for
those on campus who don 't
know O'Brien
as well, her
stage presence
offers
any
audience lucky
enough to see
her perform a
leeling of satisfaction
and
enjoyment.
Over her four
years at the
College ,
O'Brien
has
been a part of
Broadway
Music Revue
UiMR), and the College's Dancers
and has performed with Colby 's
Theater Department. Her participation has ranged from taking center
stage to working tirelessly on stage
managing, light direction and other
behin d the scenes work. Most
recently she took the stage in an outstanding performance as the character Hero in William Shakespeare 's
Much Ado About Nothing.
O'Brien began her College theater
experience by taking design classes
under the Theater and Dance department. She began taking classes with
\djunct Associate Professor of
Theater and Dance James Thurston.
"He is an amazing professor,"
O'Brien commented, "and I wanted
lo take every class he offered."
O'Brien explained that set design
reall y motivates her because with
experimentation and different techniques one can really set the mood
for the scene. However, she lias the
most fun in her performances with
'lie BMR. "The energy of the audience is amazing, and it reall y feeds
'lie performance," she explained.
Amy Reynolds '09 said of working
with O'Brien in BMR: "I don 't know
what my experience in BMR would
have been like had she not been
'here. Her talent, energy, enthusiasm
¦itid helpfulness are irreplaceable."
O'Brien does much of the choreography for BMR performances,
especially for whole group performances and dance-intensive numbers. O'Brien feels most confident

with her dance ability. She began
dancing when she was only five. In
high school , she would spend 12 to
14 hours a week in the dance studio. O'Brien 's dance experience
enables her to explain steps clearly
to her castmates. Reynolds commented , "She has definitely helped
me personally with choreography in
many a BMR number. She has
always been willing to work oneon-one with me if I happened to
miss a rehearsal or, as is more often
the case, if I just can 't get the steps
down."
This year she will be choreographing not only for BMR but also
for the Colby Dance Theater spring
performance. "1 will literally be in
the studio for three to four hours to
get only 30 seconds of choreography done ," O'Brien explained. "It 's
very difficult , but it 's all part of the
creative
process." She
is
choreographing
a
ten-minute
original piece
written by Nic
Robic h aud
*09. O'Brien
looks at this
opportunity as
a great way to
complete her
artistic contributions to the
College. With
m a n y
resources
available
to
Maggie Hayes her she feels
as though the
Class of 2009
sky is the limit
and is excited
to get it all
together.
The arts play a large role in
O'Brien's life even when she isn 't
on campus. While abroad in Cork ,
Ireland during her junior year,
O'Brien took the opportunity to take
Irish step dancing because she wanted to learn traditional Irish dance.
She learned various jigs , reels and
the hom pipe. To further experience
Irish culture , she took scan nos (literall y "old style") singing, which
required her to leam to sing in Irish ,
or what we term Gaelic.
Outside of theater, O'Brien enjoys
many of the same things as her peers,
watching good TV and hanging with
friends. She also loves watching people, a hobby well suited to her psychology major and interests in
theater. "People intrigue me beyond
belief," O'Brien said, "I love seeing
their interactions in different places."
O'Brien also explained how theater
and psychology work together well
when it comes to looking at theater
norms and how people deal with
being put on the spot.
O'Brien, who graduates in May,
has left quite an impression on the
audiences she has performed for and
the friends and cast members she has
performed with. "I am open to anything for next year, and if it happens
to be theater, great ," O'Brien said of
her future possibilities. Her attitude
embodies her "just go out and try it"
spirit. She knows that theater and
dance will play a role in her future,
even if that only means dedicated
attendance at various shows.

"As a cast member,
roommate and
friend , Kelsey is
always there when I
need her for words
of encouragement
and comfort , a big
beautiful smile and
usually some sort of
adorable craft she's
made just for fun."
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In most circumstances, an album review should in fact be an album preview, written before the release and providing some revealing, but not
spoiling, insights. Unfortunately, that is not an option here, and this author
felt that Kanye West's 808s And Heartbreak was groundbreaking to the
extent that it still deserves a review. For those who are unaware, it should
be made clear that this album was not just a departure from past work, but
also an arrival in completely new territory. Yeezy set his parameters largely through the use of taikos, autotune, choruses, his Roland TR-808 and
most importantly, through the absence of rapping.
Looking to the beat that West produced for Beanie Sigel's The Truth.
back in 2000, to that of "Coldest Winter," where he samples "Memories
Fade" by Tears For Fears, there is very little that would have suggested
such a progression over eight years. However, there is one characteristic
of West that helps explain this phenomenon: his dynamism. It has allowed
him to experiment and furthermore, succeed on tracks like "Through The
Wire" and "Stronger." Only someone as innovative and independent as
West would think that rapping with his mouth shut or sampling Daft Punk
is a smart idea...and be right about it.
Unfortunately, a number of mainstream listeners and some in the hiphop community missed the fact that Yeezy has always been true to his
game, and at the end of the day, that 's essential ability. Can we agree that
"RoboCop" is whiny? Of course. Are we sorry that it 's taken our Louis
Vutton Don this long to realize his obsession with material goods is a

joke? Definitely not. But it would be absurd to imagine that Soulja Boy or
the commercialized beef between Curtis and DJ Khaled is doing a better
job of keeping hip-hop afloat .
It may be unwise to even have referenced hip-hop above. Aside from
the drum machine, with which the beats were created, and a couple
appearances by Jeezy and Lil* Wayne {hence referred to as Weezy), there
is very little hip-hop in this album. In fact , it is this Same typecasting that
has provided a foundation for much of the criticism laid on 808s . Frankly,
a "caine-slanger like Jeezy, or even a sizzurp-drankin" addict like Weezy
is easier to di gest man the emotional Kanye that we have here. But while
West himself has classified 808s as a pop album , he has never been very
concerned with what others are thinking. This album was first and foremost a means to vent about the breakup of his engagement to Alexis
Phifer almost a year ago. It 's hard not to sympathize with him when he
genuinely sings, "I admit I ...still fantasize about you " Any listener
searching for more subject material than heartbreak won 't find it here; not
one of the dozen songs veers off course from what West intended to do.
Kanye is nothing more than pathetic on 808s And Heartbreak. He is a
fragile shadow of the man we heard on his previous album. Graduation .
But as Lord Byron stated , "The great art of life is sensation , to feel that
we exist , even in pain." And it is without a doubt that through his pain ,
Kanye West has produced a great p iece of art.

CELEBRATIONS

Lunar New Yearwith the "pea pod"
By RACHEL GOFF
NEWS STAFF

The stroke of midnight on January
1, 2009 marked the beginning of the
new year for most western civilizations. The ball dropped in Times
Square, bottles of champagne were
uncorked and resolutions were made.
This year, however, China celebrated
the new year on January 26. This is
because they follow a lunisolar calendar whose date indicates both the
moon phase and the time of the solar
year. Thus, the first day of the first
month falls on a different day each
year.
The College celebrated the Lunar
New Year on Saturday, February 14.
The Asian Cultural Society hosted a
performance by guest musician, Gao
Hong, a master of the pipa. The pipa
is a traditional Chinese instrument
that resembles a pear-shaped lute.
Hong began learning how to play the
pipa when she was only eight-yearsold, and became a professional musician by age twelve. She moved to the
United States fifteen years ago, and is
currently living in Northfield ,
Minnesota, where she is a professor
of Chinese music at Carleton College.
Hong began her 7 p.m. perfor-

mance in the Pugh Center with an
explanation of what the pipa is and
how it is played. She laughingly
recalled an earlier performance
where, before the start of the concert,
an audience member remarked how
excited he was to hear someone play
a "pea pod." Now, she says, "every
time before I play I always introduce
what the pipa is and how you play it."
The instrument consists of a long,
straight neck and a pear-shaped body,
and is played by plucking the four
strings that stretch across its surface.
"Many think it 's like a guitar," Hong
said, but after a complex display of
finger movements, she showed that
it 's actually "more like a piano. "
In a series of short demonstrations . Hong displayed the way the
pipa can imitate many different
sounds, such as footsteps, the wind
and even the rhythm and pitch of the
Chinese language. The conversational feel of the performance did
not end when Hong moved on to the
more musical sections of her program, as she stopped before each
piece to explain to the audience the
story each song was telling. Her performance of a song she wrote about
her own life was extremely powerful and moving. The piece was enti-

tled "Flying Dragon" to express the
way Hong has always moved from
place to place, never really settling
down, and the inherently personal
nature of the poem was reflected in
Hong 's heartfelt introduction and
passionate playing.
The conclusion of the perfor-

mance was met with a standing ovation from all audience members , yet
while smiling and taking a small
bow, Hong remained modest , thanking the College for having her here ,
as she is always happy to share a
part of her culture with others.
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Anna Tanasijevic '12, brush in hand, tries her hand at Chinese calligraphy at the Lunar New Year Festival, last Saturday in Page.

Friends don 't let friends eat chocolate...alone
Valentine 's Day at
the Fairf ield
Chocolate Festival

quets, delectable chocolate confections, and all manner of homemade
paraphernalia lined the gym. Each
booth had a unique brand of chocolaty creation to satisfy whatever
your sweet tooth desired. My
friends and I took home four differBy STEPHANIE BERGER
ent kinds of fudge, massive mocha
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
and hazelnut truffles and the most
adqrable chocolate mice I've ever
seen. Watching my friend, a proud
As a long-time singleton, I rarely
owner of several well-loved pet rats,
have a reason to look forward to
light up when she saw the mice was
February 14. In fact, I tend to perworth far more than the meager
ceive Valentine's Day as a greeting
admission price.
card company creation designed to
The chocolate theme did not end
perpetuate unrealistic stereotypes
with desserts, however, as several
craftspeople peddled
wares guaranteed to
delight any chocolate lover. One booth
contained candles of
every delicious scent
you could imagine—chocolate ,
mocha, raspberry,
peppermint and even
chocolate mousse.
Another booth sold
home-sewn
quilt
patches with clever
slogans like, "This
year's-resolution: cat
more chocolate" and
"Chocolate: not just
for breakfast any more." The patch
that disp layed the
"Friends
phrase
don 't let friends eat
S J I P H M I E MHGf«/ THE COIBY eCMO
c h o c o Goods ranging from delectable chocolates to homemade paraphenalia lined the booths
late...ALONE" was
at Fairfield's chocolate festival Saturday.
about true love. Yet I could not
maintain this cynical outlook at this
year 's annual chocolate festival,
held every Valentine 's Day in
Fairfield, Maine. Instead, this quintessential small town attraction provided me with an atmosphere of
community celebration and genuine
love between all those nearest and
dearest to my heart.
Immediately upon entering the
doors and handing two strikingly
personable gentlemen the one-dollar
entry fee, I was seized by the infectious joy of everyone in the room.
Booths piled high with colorful bou-

the perfect mantra for the entire
event and is currentl y gracing the
wall of my room.
Perhaps even more pleasurable
than the chocolate and crafts themselves was the overriding sense of
community and belonging exuding
from all comers of the gym. The
vendors represented several Mainebased bakeries, chocolate shops, and
family businesses: treasures indicative of the perseverance of local culture. Several of the booths, however,
were not operated by private businesses at all , but instead by community service organizations and
churches raising money to support
community efforts. Even those who
simply came to enjoy the candy represented the community as a whole.
Parents bought treats for their children , group homes came out in force
to enjoy the festivities and Colby
students relished time with their
friends while trul y being a part of
town culture and tradition.
Amid these crowds of excited
patrons of all ages, colorful characters wandered about the room,
laughing and smiling with comp lete
strangers. Two local clowns and an
older gentleman dressed in a bright
yellow "sugar dadd y suit " playfully
teased me when 1 asked to take a piclure with them for this article. No
one seemed to view their antics as an
oddity, but rather as the perfect addition to the sense of familiarity and
openness that everyone seemed to
have for one another. The Fairfield
Chocolate Festival was a trul y perfect venue for celebrating a day
devoted to love.

PLAYIN - THE HELD

I ALPINE SKIING

Adding insight Mulesstraggle at DartmouthSkiway
to injury, or not

I spent a lot of time trying to decide w h a t to write about in this
column After all. it is my first of
the semester , and the first I have
written
since my adventures
abroad came to an end Should I
make people l a u g h ' Make them
cry ' May be just get them really
ticked off 1
In the end . 1 decided that laug hing is something
we all should do
more often, and
probably the funniest story in the
sports
universe
since my last column was Plaxico
Burress shooting
himself in the leg
(1 guess you could
say he was not
wearing
any
L;nder Armour ).
So on that note. 1
decided to run
with some of the
more comical ways that athletes
have managed to wreck themselves ,
people that even Mr. Burress can
laugh at
Fabian Espindola is a soccer
p layer w ho, in September 2008, was
playing in Major League Soccer for
Real Salt Lake His patented celebration after scoring a goal is to do
a backfiip. which normall y I would
say is pretty cool. However, on September 6. after scoring a goal
against the Los Angeles Galaxy, Espindola launched into his flip,
landed awkwardl y, broke his ankle
and missed the next two months.
While he was still on the ground ,
the ref called off the goal... Espindola was offsides.
The injury while celebrating puts
him in the same class as Bill Gramatica . a kicker for the Arizona Cardinals a few years back. In 2001 , his
rookie year. Gramatica kicked a

meaning less 42 yard field goal in the
first half of a game, jumped up in
celebration , and upon landing tore
his ACL, causing him to miss the rest
of the season Needless to say, he is
no longer in the league.
And then there is Gus Frerotte,
who celebrated throwing a touchdown pass by running up to a wall
and headbutting it. sidelining
himself for the rest of the game
Or how about outfielder Milton
Bradley, who in 2007 tore his ACL
while arguing with an umpire M y
personal favorite is Manchester
United goalkeeper Alex Stepney,
who adds a whole new meaning to
the phrase jaw-dropping—during a
game in 1975 he screamed so loudl y
that he dislocated
his jaw.
Of course, not
all these injuries
have to occur on
the field; athletes
around the house
can still manage to
keep themselves
from playing. Like
in 2004 . when
Sammy Sosa spent
some time on the
disabled list with
strained ligaments
in his back. The
catch? He injured
himself
sneezing... I guess the
steroids did not make his back any
stronger, although his nose muscles
must have been pretty impressive to
sneeze that hard.
Or how about Rockies shortstop Clint Barmes , who fell down
the stairs while carrying an overl y
large slab of deer meat given to
him by a teammate. But neither of
them can match Joel Zumaya. a
relief pitcher for the Detroit
Tigers. He missed the entirety of
the 2006 American League Champ ionship Series with a sore wrist.
It was later disclosed that the injury came from play ing too much
Guitar Hero .
Well , there you go. 1 hope
that broug ht a smile to your
face , and the next time you are
h a v i n g a bad day, r e m e m b e r , it
could be worse. You could be
one of these guys.

Joel Zumaya, a
relief pitcher for
the Detroit
Tigers , missed
[the '06 ALCS]
with a sore
wrist...from playing too much
Guitar Hero.

Nordic skiers make up
ground despite setbacks
mass start race.
"Rig ht from the start , someone
stepped on my pole and it was
looks forward to next week' s Mid- ripped from my hand ," Mathes exdlebury Carnival with an earned plained. "Because it was a mass
confidence that his skiing will con- start and the course was so continue to improve
gested , I had to wait for everyone to
Despite an overall disappoint- ski ahead of me to pick my pole
ing first day of skiing, both back up. From there , I just had to
Nordic teams took no time to ski my way back into the race , inch
dwell on the past and raced tena- by inch. "
ciousl y on SaturStarting
the
day, both p lacing
race at such an
fourth
overall
incredible disadGarrec
placed
vantage , Mathes
s e v e n t h and Maygained
confinard p laced 11 th
dence and an
in the w o m e n ' s
equal amount of
10;:
freesty le
adrenaline as he
competition
passed each skier
"I' m really happy
from last p lace to
with how we did as
22nd , prompting
a team on Saturday."
the unavoidable
Maynard said "We
and remarkable
were able to beat
how
Kathleen Maynard '09 question:
both UNH and
would he have
Captain
UVM which are two
done if he wasn 't
reall y good teams "
obstructed?
Cote was particThe
Nordic
ularl y p leased with
teams both look
Maynard' s individual improvement forward eagerl y to next weekend
from Friday to Saturday.
when they w i l l travel to Middle"Kathleen skied a great race on bury and pick up where they left
Saturday and is having the best off on Saturday. The Middlebury
season of her collegiate career ," Carnival will be composed of a
she said "(She) is a strong ath10K classic race and a freesty le
lete and the toug hness of the relay race with 5K legs.
courses d e f i n i t e l y p lays to her
"We are reall y optimistic lookstrength "
ing forward to the Middlebury
For the men 's team
Matt Carnival ," Maynard said. "I
Bnggs "09 and Fercday p laced t h i n k we have a great team dyseventh and ninth respectively in
namic , so the relay event should
the 15K freesty le. Sam Mathes go especially well. All the skiers
"10 also had an impressive race , on the women 's team will be
f i n i s h i n g 22nd after having been very motivated for it. "
From NORDIC. Page 16

[We're] optimistic
looking forward to
Middlebury...We
have a great team
dynamic, so the
relay event should
go especially well.

deterred at the* hetnnmnu nf thi*

TJie alpineteamItopestobesmili/tgagainwhentheynztunt
toS u g a / l o a f oFeb.
n 27-28.

By SAM PELLETIER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Alpine ski team did not get
much love on Valentine 's Day
weekend as they competed in the
fourth carnival races of the season
at the Dartmouth Skiway. Friday 's
giant slalom proved to be a real
hcartbreaker , with poor results for

the entire team caused by "inexplicable reasons ," according to Dana
Breakstone ' 10. On Dartmouth' s
fiat hill , the Mules simp ly did not
meet expectations. Josh Kernan '10,
who has been having a great season
in slalom, remarked that "there 's
slalom , giant slalom and then
there 's Dartmouth. Strange things
always happen there—you come
down thinking you had a great run

and end up in 30th. "
Indeed , when examining the results from Friday 's race one would
notice some unusual things. Some
racers who typically excel were disappointed with slow runs , while
other racers who usuall y bring up
the rear found themselves with unprecedented success. These results
are not so exceptional when considering the Dartmouth course—a
short , flat trail that favors heavier
skiers or those who specialize in the
speed events of supcr-G and downhill. The Mules prefer the steeper ,
more technical terrain of mountains
like Stowe or Sugarloaf.
The women struggled the most in
Friday 's giant slalom. Emily Colin
'10J was the top Mule in 3Sth place
out of 52 finishers. Not far behind
were Dana Breakstone '10 and Julia
Coffin '09 in 40th and 42nd , respectively. None of the six Lady Mules
beat a single member of the University of New Hampshire, University of
Vermont, Dartmouth College or Middlcbury College teams. The women's
team result in the giant slalom was 8th
out of 10 teams.
The men 's team did not fare much
better in the giant slalom. The men
ended up ninth out of 10 teams, and
only landed one skier in the top 20.
Keman finished in a respectable 19th
and Vincent Lcbrun-Fortin '11 finished in an uncharacteristic 27th .
Corey Linton '10 was Colby 's third
finisher in 37th place.
The Mules were more pleased with
their results in Sunday 's slalom.

Breakstone led the women in 20th
followed by Lauren McGrath '11 IT ,
34th and Coffin in 35th. Colin fn|
lowed up her impressive 12th ,u
UVM with a DNF. The women\
team again placed 8th overall.
After missing last week's carm
val due to a back injury, Lebnni
Fortin proved he 's feeling better
with a fifth-place in the men slalom after posting the second
fastest time of the second run.
Kernan finished ninth, continu
ing his hot streak , having yet to
miss the top 10 in slalom this stw
son. Sam Withcrspoon '09, startini:
43rd , moved up nicely to finish
27th. First-year Eric Barthold , in hii
first college carnival , finished in
37th , and juniors Corey Linton and
Matt Clunan both failed to finish
their second runs. The men 's team
finished in fourth place for the
slalom.
The scores from the weekends
Alpine races, combined with thos< .
from the Nordic races, placed Colh\
in seventh p lace overall , out of P
teams , for the Darmouth Carnival
This weekend the Mules head to the
Middlebury Skiway, followed b\
the Eastern Championshi ps hoslcd
by Colby, Fcburary 27-28 at Sugar
loaf. The Mules will try to put their
misfortune at Dartmouth behind
them and focus on the remaining
races. The Colby Carnival will he
their last chance for redemption and
home-hill advantage , and a support
ive crowd of Colby fans should aid
their success.

Men 's ice hockey drops to rivals

bossesto Trinityand
Wesleyan p l a c e
MuleslastinNESCAC
By ELLEN WILBUR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"We didn 't lose the game; we just
ran out of time ," may be a quotation
from football coach Vincc Lombardi ,
but after the outcome of Colby 's last
two games, it certainl y could pertain
to ice hockey as well.
Following this weekend's play the
men's ice hockey team has dropped its
record to 3-12-2 in conferenceand 5-143 overall after losing at home to Trinity

With only two
games left until
the NESCAC
quarterfinals,
hopefully the
Mules will be
able to take away
something from
their past losses
College and WesleyanUniversity.
Friday the 13th broug ht Colby up
against the Trinity Bantams at Alfond
nnk. Trinity started the scoring early
with a power play goal two minutes
in , and then followed up eight minutes later to end the scoring for the

TATE KANE5HIGE/THE COIBY £CH

The men s' hockey team concludes its regular season this weekend with games at Norwich and Saint Michael s'
first period.
After a quick score for the Bantams three minutes into the second
period, the Mules fought back with
two late goals by co-captian Jeoff
Jarnot * 10 (assisted by Billy Crinnion
'11 and Wil Hartigan '11) and by
Crinnion {assisted by Jarnot and
Michael Doherty '12) to make a tie
just one goal away for the Mules.
Unfortunately they could not bring
this momentum into the final period,
and Trinity scored twice more to end
the game with a final score of 5-2
Bantams.
This Valentine's Day saw the
Mules face off against the Wesleyan

Cardinals in a game that came down
to the last minute of play. Wesleyan
opened up the scoring early in the first
period with two goals that would be
the only goals scored until the end of
the third period. Despite the Mules '
best efforts. Cardinals goalie Mike
Palladino blocked 12 shots in the second period and 13 more in the third.
With a minute left in the final period, the Mules made the risky decision to pull their goalie, a move that
paid offby helping Hartigan (assisted
by Crinnion and Doherty) score with
29 seconds left on the clock. Despite
this rousing and exciting play, there
was not enough time remaining, and

Wesleyan held on for the win.
American writer Richard Bach believed that losing was "what learning
is. after all; not whether we lose the
game, but how we lose and how
we've changed because of it and what
we take away from it that we never
had before, to apply to other gameLosing, in a curious way, is winning '
With only two games left until tlu
NESCAC quarterfinals, hopefully tlu
Mules will be able to take awa>
something from their past losses and
end the season on a high note. The\
take on Norwich University and Saim
Michael's College this coming weekend. Both games are away.

Indoor track makes mark at MIT and BU Invites
From INDOOR , Rage 16

2:4 1.43 in the 1 ,000 meter run. Bnanna Kondrat '09 made it into the top
five not once but twice, coming in
third in the weig ht throw and fourth in
the shot put.
Top ten spots were also prevalent
among the Mules with Erin Beasley
'09 taking fourth in the 55-meter
dash with a time of 7.71 seconds ,
Greta Wells '11 coming in fifth in
the 3,000 meter run with a time of
11:04.03 and Amanda Burgess ' 10
taking sixth in the 800 with a time
of 2:30.98.
With most of the team competing in the MIT Invitational , onl y a
few Mules were available to compete in the Boston University

Valentine InvitAtinnnl Ac nne nf

the largest track and field competitions of the year , the Boston
Valentine Invitational boasts an
incredibly varied field of athletes.
With over a hundred participants
in each event , Colby had a very
good showing for one of the
smaller schools in the competition. Al yssa Marqucz ' 11 came in
14th in the pole vault event with a
j u m p of 10 feet even , Katrina
Gravel '10 came in 24th in the
5,000 meter run with a time of
18:04.75 , and the Colby distance
medley relay team came in 13th
with a time of 12:15.23.
Overall the coaches were quite
happy with the way the team performed in each of these events and
look forward to next week when the
teams travel to New England Division III Championships, once again
at MIT

Most of the Mules 'indoor track team will be returning to MIT again this
weekend f o r the New England Division 111Championships.

HEAVY BAGS

Dirtbag salad daysin El PotreroChico

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Eatingand learning the hard way when h^ ing that was a smoking gun attesting
to my criminally large salad.
comes to leaf y-greenMexican portioning What transpired was nothing more

It 's rare for school to meld with
rock climbing or any other "extreme"
outdoor sport (funyaking, slowshoejng, bass fishing, etc.), but during JanPlan I had a yearning for academics
A Inlc being extreme. My pregnant desire for knowledge was not confined
lo my deepest , darkest thoughts, eiiher Actually, the whole situation—
which was later dubbed The Salad
Incident—was known throughout the
climbing area (Mexico's El Potrero
Chico) in which I spent JanPlan.
One very difficult climb managed
to grip my attention tighter than the
legs of an orangutan (sound familiar,
p-ton?). I was so in love with this sec-

Ravenous, I
stood in front
of the greatest
ensemble of
vegetables I
have ever seen
in one place.
Yet, in my
hands, I held
the world's
puniest vessel.
tion of cliff that I went cold turkey on
margaritas, and instead of chilling out
in hammocks under palm trees, I
flogged myself with prickly pear cacti
like that sadistic albino monk from
The Da Vinci Code. That, and I tried
to eat sort of healthy, too. Which
brings me to The Salad Incident.
I had just spent another day thrashing myself on rock and it was dinner
time. In Uiree dashingly swift strokes
ofa butter knife, I polished off my jar
t>! Nutella . Craving another type of
tatty and chocolaty goo, I had the brilliant idea to mix Nestle Quik powder
with peanut butter. Spoonful after
heaping spoonful of my concoction, I
remembered how little progress I had
made in the climb of my desire. I believe my internal monologue was
damn . Gravity is making me its
Raggedy Ann little bitch!" Angst-rid-

den, I painted my finger- and toe-nails
the deepest shade of black and decided to eat nothing but a salad for the
rest of the night.
Discipline is one of my strong
suits, but refusing food definitel y is
not. So, like an apocalyptic war of the
Ying versus the Yang, these two characteristics of mine clashed when I
stepped into a nearby restaurant to
order a salad. Pah-way-doe ten-ear
oon salaud pourfav-ore. My Spanishenabled friends had written the question ("can I please have a salad?") on
my forearm phonetically, so all 1 had
to do was read the syllables.
Anyways, the lady took my pesos
and promptly handed me an empty
plastic bowl from behind a counter. I
wished I had crib-notes to translate
"The flick is this, huh? A goddamn cereal bowl? How about a friggin '
green, leafy salad." The poor Mexican
woman, who didn 't speak a word of
English , looked at me like a cow
might look at a parking
meter. I picked up the
grey plastic bowl, retracting my shoulders into the
universal palms-up WTF
pose, and waved the bowl
around while pantomiming a panda eating a bamboo forest.
I think the panda imagery sent the message
home, as the cow-lady
pointed across the restaurant to the single biggest
bowl of salad you 've ever
seen. This bowl was the
size of the ones Mom
used to hold under your
mouth while you puked
in the middle of the
night—times 10! And this
is where the dilemma, the
war between Ying and
Yang, began.
Ravenous, I stood in
front of tiie greatest ensemble of vegetables I
have ever seen in one
place. Yet, in my hands, I
held the world's puniest
vessel. The goddamn
bowl could have been an
egg cup. Almost on cue, I
noticed a particularly
clairvoyant dude at a
nearby table was eating a
hamburger made with
ham (apparently, that 's
how they roll in Mexico).
He said to me, "Hey, bro.
I feel your salad pain. Just

watch out , man . this ain 't no American salad bar. No refills allowed. " My
jaws dropped, and I might have
drooled a little bit. "And hey," the
Dude continued , "Mexican prison is
no time to leam Spanish. " And with
that , he became totall y engrossed in
his ham-infested hamburger.
The solution rang clear. I'd pack
salad into that bowl like food products
had never been packed before. When
I finished, I had lettuce and tomatoes
and cucumbers stacked on my bowl
like a game of Jenga being played on
a school bus. I wobbled and balanced
my way back to the cocina and devoured the salad, much like a panda.
No sooner had I eaten the last floret
of cauliflower than the three owners
of the restaurant walked into the
cocina and marched strai ght for mc.
They were alt business, like cows filing their 401(k)s. "Esta Pat?" One of
them asked. "Si?" 1 answered while
wiping dressing from my lips, dress-

than a cultural mixup and demonstration of a language barrier. However,
just as the message "this is fun " can
be corrupted to "Yesterday, I played
with your sister 's huge knockers" in
the game of Telephone, The Salad Incident was blown to epic proportions
because 14 translators were involved
to relay a single message between one
gringo (me) and three Mexican cooks.
Thankfull y, the night ended when
the owner of the campground diffused
the situation . Presumabl y having
driven 20 minutes from his home to
end The Salad Incident , Eduardo, who
is bilingual , sat next to me in the
cocina. The original grey salad bowl
was long gone. Symbolizing a bowl ,
he put his hand four inches above the
table. "Pat ." he said, "this is the top of
the salad bowl." He moved his hand
about two inches higher: "this amount
of salad is okay." And then he moved
his hand up three inches, now more
than nine inches above the table: "but
Pat, this is too much."

The front line of Mack and Cappeloni
was simply too much for Conn College, and eventually wore down the
Camels.
The Colby women 's basketball
In fact, this duo helped the Mules
team earned the seventh seed in the
upcoming New England Small Col- come from behind in a game in which
lege Athletic Conference Tournament, they trailed for most of the first half.
a bracket which ultimately decides The Camels jumped out to an early
who moves on to the Division III tour- 10-2 run and led at half by four
nament. This came after splitting a points, and that was after the Mules
pair of weekend games against Con- scored six straight points to end the
necticut College and Wesleyan Uni- half. Colby did not lose its composure
and managed to
\ entity. The team
gain a 10-point
u ill play at Amherst
lead in the second
iIns Saturday at 4
half , which it comp m Colby lost by
fortably held for
one
point
to
the remainder of
\mherst earlier in
the game.
the season and
The
second
hopes to reverse its
game against Wesfortune the second
leyan was not as
time around.
successful. Colby
The first game
had the game tied
was on Feb. 13 at
at 53-53 with 4:08
C onnecticut Colleft in the game,
lege, which the
but Wesleyan went
Mules won 71-61.
on a 13-2 run to
The star of the game
Alison Cappelloni '10 end the game and
was captain Alison
Captain
win by a score of
Cappelloni * 10, who
•>corcd a game high
66-55. This was especially frustrating
27 points and pulled
>iown 13 rebounds. She was espe- because the team had the lead tor the
ciall y effective in the second half, entire first half and played Wesleyan
W ith 21 of her points and nine of her more evenly than the final score indirebounds coming after the break.
cates.
In a game earlier last week, Colby
Two other key contributors against
the Camels were Rachel Mack '12 defeated Thomas College off of the
and Sam Allen '10. Mack recorded a strength ofa dominating stretch in the
first half. The team went on a 22-0 run
double-double with 21 points and 11
rebounds. Allen showed off her all to open up a 38-15 halftimc lead bearound game with a stat line of 11 fore closing out a 70-39 win. Aarika
points, nine rebounds and six assists. Ritchie '11 led all scorers with 16

Basketball
POSITION:

*# £|

JL *7

NESCAC ROUND-UP

Colby set to face Amherstin playoffe
STAFF WRITER

SPORT:

Points in win over Conn.
HOMSN:
Garden City, NY
WHY: In the Mules' 61-47 win over Conn, on Friday, senior co-captain Cutrone led Colby with a
game-high 19 points and five assists. During a
2:40 stretch in the second half, after the Camels
cut the Mules' lead to 47-40, Cutrone scored
Colby's next eight points with two 3-pointers and
a 2-point jumper to put the Mules ahead 55-45.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

By PETER KILKELLY

Artie Cutrone '09

points. The real story of the game was
Colby 's defense, which held Thomas
to under two percent shooting, an impressive feat that will almost always
guarantee a win.
Before the tournament , the team
will p lay one last non-confercncc

On Feb. 12, Gridiron Club of Greater Boston president Tim Whelan announced
that sixteen NCAA Division 11/111players are semifinalists for the ninth Joe Concannon Award, presentedannually to the best American-bom college hockey player in
New England playing at the D-II/III level. Among the sixteen are five NESCAC athletes: Amherst senior defenseman Jeff Landers, Middlebury senior forward Jamie
McKenna, Trinity senior defensemanChns Diozzi. Connecncut College junior forward Brett Moore and Tufts sophomore forward Tom DeRosa. The winner will be
announced in March before the NCAA Frozen Four Tournament... Middlebury will
begin its quest for its first-ever conferencetitle as the number-one seeded Panthers
enter the 2009 NESCAC Men's Basketball Championship thusSaturday. No. I Middlebury will host no. 8 Connecticut College, no. 2 Amherst hostsno. 7 Trinity, no. 3
Williams hosts no. 6 Bates and no. 4 Colby hosts no. 5 Bowdoin. All games are at 3
pm on Saturday except for the Tnnity-Amherst match-up, which is at 2 p.m....In
women's basketball, Bowdoin will begin its pursuit of an eighth conference championship this Saturday when it faces no. 8 Williams at 3 p.m. Other playoff games:
no. 6 Wesleyanat no. 3 Tufts (3 p.m.), no. 5 Trinity at no. 4 Bates (3 p.m.), and no. 7
Colby at no. 2 Amherst (4 p.m.). . This weekend, the 2009 NESCAC Women's
Swimming and Diving Championships will be held at the Lcroy Grcason Pool at
Bowdoin, where eight-time conference champion Williams will look to add to its
legacy with another title. Last year the Ephs crushed the competition with a decisive
1,853-point performance over second-place Middlebury (1 .481.5 points), winning
six events at the 24-event championship This year they enter NESCACs with the fop
rimes in four of the five contested relay events.
—Nick Cunkelman . Sports Editor

STANDINGS

game against the University of MaincFarmington, and the Mules look to
continue their momentum.
"If we keep that up going into our
last four regular season games, I' m
confident that we'll come out strong
in the playoffs," Cappelloni said.

If we keep up
[that momentum] going into
our last four
games, I'm confident that we'll
come out strong
in the playoffs.

LEADERS

RLE PHOTO

Colby will play second-seeded Amherst on Saturday in the first round of the
NESCAC playoffs. Last seaon the Lord Jeffs took the conferencecrown.

Men's ice hockey
takes tough losses
to conference rivals

Women's
basketball
splits weekend

PAGE 14

PAGE 15

Men's basketballto host playoffgameI

NORDIC SKIING

3-0 week brings
f irsthome tourney
game since VI
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

HLE PHOTO

Colby will travel to Vermont this weekend f o r the Middlebury Carnival.

Mules bounce back
at Dartmouth Carnival
By CASEY SULLIVAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Nordic ski teams had a
rocky start to their weekend on
Friday at the Dartmouth College
Ski Carnival. Lucy Garrcc '12
was the only skier out of both
teams to place in the top 20 . finishing in fifth p lace in the
women ' s 5K classic race. Kathleen Maynard '09 placed 26th .
and the women 's team finished
fi fth out of 13 teams overall.
The women 's team seemed to be
at a disadvantage because of their
skis ' imperfect wax jobs—something that is of utmost important to
skiers. The wax they use on their
skis varies according to the temperature and snow composition of
the course, and on Friday some individuals ' wax did not mix well
with the snow they skied over.
Coach Traccy Cote explained how
these conditions affected the
skiers
"Waxing for a classic race can
be challenging—it 's doubtful anyone had perfect skis on that day. "
Cote said. "This past weekend we

didn 't seem to have the best wax
job Although we didn 't completel y miss the wax for Lucy, she
was in the ballpark [of error]. We
were at least able to adjust them a
bit before she started althoug h she
still was dealing with a lack of kick
which makes it hard to perform at
your best. "
Cote meanwhile commended Garrcc's fifth place finish, explaining how
it was a great feat considering Dartmouth' s home field advantage , as
three of the skiers who beat Garrec
were from Dartmouth.
The men 's team , ranking sixth
overall , placed Silas Gill '09 at 22nd
and Wyatt Fereday 'I I at 24th in the
10K classic race.
Gill , who took the month of January to travel abroad and live in
Italy, has come back and transitioned into the sport of skiing at a
rapid pace. He p laced 60th in a I OK
at the New Hampshire Ski Carnival
and then 36th at the Vermont Ski
Carnival the week after, improving
greatly by cutting his rank nearly in
half each , successive week. Gill
See NORDIC. Page 14

The Colby men 's basketball team
needed a strong finish to their regular
season to secure a home game in this
Saturday's opening round of the New
England Small College Athletic Conference tournament , and that is exactly what they got. The Mules went
3-0 on the week , and by doing so secured the fourth seed in the conference tournament and a date with
Bowdoin College on Saturday.
On Tuesday the Mules resumed
their rivalry with Thomas College.
The local derby did not fail to disappoint the spectators, as the game remained close throug hout before
Colb y took home a 63-58 victory
going into the weekend. Mike Russell
' I I led the way, filling the stat sheet
with 15 points. 15 rebounds, four assists and two blocks. Adam Choice
'10 and Justin Sherman '10 helped
carry the scoring load as well , recording 21 and 11 points respectivel y. As
a team the Mules showed great hustle
and energy, dominating Thomas on
the boards with a 46-29 advantage and
playing stingy defense in holding the
Terriers to 35 percent shooting.
After the bi g victory, the Mutes focused in on a weekend that would define their regular season. First up was
a Friday night tilt against Connecticut
College, where a Colby win combined with a Trinity loss would secure
a home p layoff game for the Mules.
Playing in his final two regular season
home games, point guard Artie
Cutrone '09 came out firing for
Colby. Cutrone logged 19 points and
five assists to pace the team to a 61 -47
win, with 14 of his points coming in a
second half barrage that , mixed together with Colby's relentless defense, crushed the hopes of the
Camels. Colby also got a significant
contribution from Russell (14 points,
10 rebounds , three steals), who
recorded his seventh double-double of
the season. On the defensive end .
Conn, could not break through the
Colby pressure, shooting a lowly 38
percent and getting dominated on the

urt KANESHIGE/THE COIBY f c - . I

Michael Russell 'II looks to p a s sin Colby s' 61-47 win over Connecticut-College on Friday. Hie sophomoreforwanl I
had 14 points, 10 rebounds and three steals in the victory to record his seventh double-double of the season as the
J
Mules secured theirfirst home p layoff game in eight years with Trinitys' loss to Middlebury in double overtime.
B
glass by a 31-19 margin. On offense
the Mules were a model of efficiency,
shooting 57 percent for the game and
a staggering 65 percent in the second
half. For their effort, the Mules were
rewarded by the basketball gods with
a Trinity loss, which guaranteed a
home playoff game regardless of the
result of Saturday 's match-up.
Despite the lack of pressure on the
team , they showed tremendous character in their game against Wesleyan
University on Saturday. On senior
day, the team fell behind early but rallied behind Choice to enter halftime

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Colby falls to Bowdoin , NEC

Crucial weekend doubleheader
against rival Trinity upcoming
By LAURA BISBEE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In a heartbreaking upset , the Mules
(now 9-9-3) endured a tough 4-1 loss

against conference rival Bowdoin
College (7-10-1) this past Tuesday,
their first loss in six games.
Colby 's Stephanie Scarpato ' I I
found the net early in the first period

to tie the game at 1-1. Goalkeepe r
Lacey Brown '09 turned in anothe r
impressive performance with 3' 1
saves, enough to keep Colby alive an<i
fighting until the final three minute s
of the contest, when Bowdoin score( 1
twice. The defeat marked the firs t
time Colby had lost to Bowdoin ii i
their past six encounters.

Colby faces off against Trinity this Friday and Saturday in an end-ofseason doubleheader with playoff implications.

Colby lost another hcartbrcakcr ,
3-2 , on Valentines' Day against
New Eng land College. The team 's
aggression manifested itself in the
form of 44 shots on goal , all but
two of which were blocked by
NEC' s Teraysa White in an imprcssive defensive display.
The game proceeded slowl y
throug h the first two periods , after
which the score remained tied at
zero , followed by an actionpacked third period. Jennifer
Caruso '09 , assisted by Dana Ycrigan '10 and Becky Julian '09
(from Laura Anning '09 and
Scarpato), scored for Colby.
The Mules will finally be back
in action at home this weekend
for their final two games of the
regular season. They take on
New England Small College
Athletic Conference rival Trinity
College
(12-8-2 ,
7-6-1
NESCAC) on Friday at 7 p.m.
and again on Saturday at 3 p.m.
in the Alfond hockey arena.
Colby is currently ranked fifth in
the conference with a 6-6-2
NESCAC record , and their two
games against fourth-ranked Trinity will prove crucial in determining both playoff position and home
rink advantage. Last season , the
Mules finished just behind the Bantams in the end of season standings
at fourth in the conference.

trailing by just one point at 32-31. The
sec-saw affair remained tight throughout , but the Mules showed why they
are a force to be reckoned with in the
playoffs as they took their game to a
level Wesleyan could not match. Gil
Haylon '10 provided the offensive
spark off the bench , raining down
consecutive threes that grounded the
Cardinals late in the second half Russell put the final nail in the coffin, putting home a nifty reverse layup for
two of his 14 points and sending the
huge crowd into delirium. As always .
Choice was a force on offense for

Colby throughout , pouring in 2*
points on 77 percent shooting and
adding 12 rebounds for good measure
The Mules finish the regular season
with a 17-7 overall record, including a
6-3 mark in league play. For theft
strong finish they will be rewarded
with a classic confrontation with
Bowdoin at Wadsworth Gym at 3
p.m. on Saturday. In their previous
meeting, the Mules topped the Polar
Bears 65-55 behind Cutrone 's 22point effort in a game that earned
Coach Dick Whitmore his 600th eareer victory.

INDOOR TRACK

L CURTESY

Of MACMSON OOUBi

After a strong performance at MIT and BU . the women s indoor track
team looks to stay ahead of the pack this weekend at NE D-llls.

I

Runners impress at MIT, BU I
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

Over Valentine's Day weekend, the
Colby indoor track and field team
competed in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Invitational , where
they had quite a few impressive results.
At the meet Colby competed against
teams from the likes of Williams College, the United States Coast Guard
Academy, SUNY-Plattsburg h, Bates
College, and of course MIT. The onl y
Mules first-place performance of the
weekend came from Danielle Sheppard ' I I in the high jump, but both
men and women came home with a

smattenng of top-ten finishes.
Sheppard out-jumped all of her
competition , recording a leap of 5 feci
3 inches. Although Sheppard was the
onl y Mule to come home with a firstplace ribbon , several other Colb\
competitors met with success and
found themselves in a top five position. Heather MacDonald ' 10 came in
third in the 60Q-meter run with a time
of 1:44.57, and fellow junior Mand>
Ivey '10 took third in the mile run
with a time of 5:29.34. David Lowe
'11 had the best day for the men -side, coming in third with a time ot
See INDOOR, Rage 14
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